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1. Introduction

One of the great challenges of nuclear physics today is the use of radioactive nuclear 

beams (RNB), especially for the production and spectroscopy of exotic nuclei. 

Neutron-rich nuclei (n-rich) are less known than their neutron-deficient partners at the 

same distance from the valley of stability. Moreover, there are many more neutron

rich nuclei than neutron deficient ones. It has been established that n-rich beams with 

energies around the Coulomb barrier will provide a wealth of new opportunities in 

nuclear structure physics [Sie93]. 

The first difficulty of any experimental study in this field is low production 

yields ofn-rich nuclei. Many products are formed with such small yields that only the 

simplest properties are measurable. There are several techniques to produce and select 

n-rich nuclei. The fragmentation technique with heavy-ion beams requires large

accelerators and is thus restricted to the biggest laboratories (GSI, GANIL). Fission is 

a very promising mechanism to produce such beams. For example, proton induced 

fission has been used for many years [Rav89] at the ISOLDE facility with 1 GeV of 

bombarding energy and at medium proton energies at IGISOL in Jyvaskylli [A.ys0l]. 

However, methods using charged particle induced reactions for the production of n

rich nuclei are limited by the heat load deposited in the target by high intensity beams. 

In other words, the heat load is a severe limitation for the present and future facilities 

where fast extraction of exotic nuclei demands well-controlled temperature of the 

target. Furthermore, short range of charged particles in the fissile target makes 

additional constrains. The short range makes limitation for the absolute amount of 

available centres for nuclear reactions. Consequently the total number of produced 

fission events is limited. One alternative to solve these problems is to use fast-neutron 

induced fission. Relatively high intensity neutron beams can be produced by using a 

beam of light charged particles converted to neutrons in thick targets. This concept 

was originally introduced by J. Nolen [Nol93] where the beam heat-load is shifted to 

the converter which is separated from the target and may easily be cooled. The 

optimal beam energies are less than 100 MeV and thus suitable for middle-size 

laboratories like the Accelerator Laboratory in Jyvaskylli. These facts contributed to 

the interest in fast neutron induced fission as a promising driving process in the 

production of n-rich nuclei. In addition, there were some indications that the 
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distribution of fission fragments induced by fast neutrons favours the n-rich side 

[Kudo98] if compared with proton induced fission. 

The first part of this work is devoted to fast neutron induced fission of 238U 

where precise determination of the absolute neutron yields emerging from the 

converters allows the determination of the absolute fission cross-section. It will be 

explained what makes fast neutron induced fission attractive and how it compares 

with other possible production mechanisms. Furthermore, a comparison with results 

obtained earlier with proton-induced fission as the primary reaction will be presented. 

It will be shown that light-particle and especially fast-neutron induced fission is a 

promising tool for the production ofradioactive n-rich nuclei far from stability. 

The second difficulty in the study of exotic n-rich nuclei is necessity for 

efficient and selective detection techniques because production cross-sections of 

exotic neutron-rich nuclei are generally low and detector techniques have to be very 

efficient and sophisticated. It is certain that a very large number of unexplored n-rich 

isotopes exist, but we still lack experimental tools for producing and observing them 

all. Alpha particle spectroscopy has been successfully used for selection and 

identification of super-heavy elements. An important reason for success was relatively 

high detection efficiency for alpha particles. Gamma ray spectroscopy is often 

considered the most selective detection technique. However, as the production and 

selection techniques of exotic nuclei are not always sufficiently selective, high 

background conditions may hamper y-ray spectroscopy. When fission is the primary 

reaction for the production of n-rich nuclei, the reaction cross-sections are higher for 

nuclei relatively close to the line of stability. As a result of this beta-gated gamma 

spectroscopy suffers from the background generated by other short-lived nuclei. 

Neutron detection has been used for selection of the most exotic nuclei. New 

techniques developed within the last few years promise that we will be able to 

approach problems that offer some qualitatively new features. Neutron spectroscopy 

has given many new physics results of peculiar properties of n-rich nuclei such as 

beta-delayed emission of one, two or more neutrons. Studies of n-rich nuclei began 

with measuring their gross properties; P-decay half life T112 and delayed neutron

emission probability Pn being the easiest measurable quantities. Later measurements 

of energy spectra of neutrons emitted from excited states fed in P-decay were 

successful providing new information about the structure of the nuclide and details of 
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the decay process. In this work neutron spectroscopy has been applied to the study of 

33Na (light) and 95Rb (heavy) n-rich nuclei. Neutron energy spectra were measured 

(but also Pn and T112) allowing precise determination of the energy level scheme of the 

daughter nuclei (33Mg). The spectroscopy of beta delayed neutrons yielded new 

spectroscopic information. Also, these experiments helped understanding how 

improve our detection techniques in case of small yields and low count rates. In the 

case of heavier n-rich nuclei (95Rb) where the level density parameter is relatively 

high, neutron spectroscopy demands excellent energy resolution as well as high 

detection efficiency at low energies (1 keV-2 MeV). In these conditions our primary 

goal was to test the use of the time-of-flight (TOF) technique for beta-delayed neutron 

spectroscopy of mass separated isobars. 

All of these facts underline the need for further improvements in neutron 

spectroscopy which provides a powerful and promising tool to study n-rich nuclei. 

Therefore this work suggests further improvements in high-resolution neutron 

spectroscopy. Precise description of the all used neutron detectors has been obtained 

not only experimentally but also by new Monte-Carlo simulation programme 

especially developed for the work described in this thesis. 

This work deals with both production and spectroscopy of exotic phenomena 

by using neutrons. It combines spectroscopy of fission-fragments, light-particles and 

y-rays in experiments performed at HENDES and IGISOL in Jyvaskyla and also at

ISOLDE-CERN facilities. 

2. Production and spectroscopy of n-rich nuclei

Several basic methods for production of RNB are schematically shown in Fig. 1. In 

Flight Separation (IFS) uses fragmentation as a primary reaction where identification 

of every reaction product is made during its flight prior to 13-decay. Thanks to the high 

initial momentum of the beam, fragments leave the target with high velocity, and their 

velocity spectrum can be measured [Sch00]. There is no limitation due to chemical 

properties and lifetimes can be as short as micro seconds. However, the target 

thickness is limited by the acceptance of the magnetic spectrometer applied, since the 

momentum spread of the fragments increases with the target thickness. 
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Isotopic Separation On-Line (ISOL) technique uses fission and spallation of a heavy 

target such as uranium. The ISOL approach has the advantage of employing thick 

targets, so isotopes with very low formation cross-sections can be produced. The 

products of a nuclear reaction formed in the target (kept at high well-controlled 

temperature to emphasize diffusion) are continuously transferred to the ion source 

then extracted by a high-voltage in order to be mass-analysed by means of a magnet. 

Electron ISOL 

25 MeV 

e-

m� �• 

I SOL 

Proton ISOL Deuteron ISOL 

50-300 MeV 

10-100keV 10· 100keV 

Heavy-ion fragmentation · 
1 GeV/u 

Thin 

IFS 

0.3-1 GeV/u 

Figure 1. Basic techniques for the production and extraction of exotic beams. The two figures at the 

bottom represent principles of separation. The conversion of the nuclear reaction products into mono

isotopic ion beams is provided by means of electromagnetic mass-separation. 

As mentioned both techniques use pnmary charged particles causing severe 

limitations due to a huge power load directly deposited in the production target. To 

solve this problem two alternatives are depicted in Fig. 1. The first one uses a strong 

flux ofy-rays and photo-fission reaction [Dub99]. They-rays are created by intensive 

( ~20 µA) electron beam which produces bremsstrahlung. The yield of 238U fission is

determined by the absorption of y-rays by a 238U nucleus in the region of the giant

dipole resonance located at energy of 13.5 MeV. The second alternative is to use fast 

neutrons produced in a converter target, which allows that the primary beam load is 

shifted to the converter and production target is activated only by neutrons. 
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To explore and elaborate the idea of fast-neutron induced fission a senes of 

measurements [1,3,4] at several facilities has been performed. The first mass-yield 

measurements were carried out for various neutron energies by taking advantage of 

(d,pf) reaction at the HENDES facility. There the neutron yield from several thick 

light targets ( 12•13C, 9Be) was precisely measured to optimize combination of targets, 

projectiles and bombarding energies. Several sets of neutron detectors were used to 

perform precise absolute measurements. Finally, Z-distributions for mass selected 

ions by IGISOL were obtained. The combination of these data subsequently yields 

cross-sections for individual nuclides. 

2.1 Fast neutron induced fission 

The intensity of radioactive beam I is given by the product of the formation cross

section OJ, the primary-beam intensity (/), the target-area density n1, the production 

release and transfer efficiency F.1, the ion-source efficiency &2 and the delay-transfer 

efficiency &3 due to radioactive decay losses during the process. 

(1) 

The formation cross-section OJ is clearly a crucial parameter. Therefore, the present 

work concentrates on determination of absolute cross-sections for fission products 

induced by fast neutrons. This type of reaction is favoured for studying due to several 

reasons. As mentioned previously power dissipation is a serious limitation for present 

and future facilities. Furthermore, while there are numerous studies with protons, fast

neutron induced fission data are very scarce. More precisely, total fission cross

sections are well-known (see Fig. 2) but fission products mass and charge 

distributions are scarce. The concept for production of n-rich nuclei by fast neutrons is 

illustrated in Fig. 3. Energetic neutrons are generated by interaction of a deuteron 

beam with a thick target, the so-called converter, in which deuterons are eventually 

stopped. Natural uranium target, placed close to the converter in the forward 

direction, is exposed to the high-flux of fast neutrons, as shown in Fig. 3. Fission 

products are further extracted and selected by the ISOL technique. In contrast to using 
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neutrons as secondary particles the method has several advantages. A separation of 

converter and target allows the converter to be cooled and thus to be able to stand 

very high primary beam intensities. Efficient cooling is also safety factor. 
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Figure 2. (a) Total cross sections for neutron induced fission of 238U as reported in ENDF/B VI data 

library and (b) in ref. [Lis91]. 

As far as extraction time is not prohibitive, the uranium target size can be made very 

large to benefit from the high penetrating power of neutrons. 
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Cl 
.!: 
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Figure 3. A schematic presentation of production of exotic nuclei via fast neutron induced fission of 

heavy uranium target. 

2.2 Significance of neutron spectroscopy 

As mentioned earlier several experiments have been carried oul lo characterize the 

neutron field emerging from thick targets. The crucial point in these measurements is 

thorough knowledge of the detector properties to allow precise determination of 

absolute neutron intensities. As in any absolute measurement it is very important to 

have crucial detector features, such as intrinsic efficiency and detection threshold, 

well determined. Therefore, I have put an effort for precise evaluation of the n

detector properties by extensive measurements and Monte-Carlo numerical 

simulations. Optimisation of the n-detector energy resolution and the ability to detect 

low-energy neutrons are important for precise determination of the peak-to-valley 

(PIV) ratio in fission fragment mass distribution. It is well known that the PIV ratio is 

very sensitive even to a small number of low-energy neutrons, which may drastically 

change the shape of the mass distribution of fission fragments. 

In the second part of this work neutron spectroscopy was applied to characterisation 

of n-rich nuclei. Since the probability of neutron emission tends to increase with the 

neutron number, neutron spectroscopy has an important role in the investigation and 
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search for the most exotic n-rich nuclei. For that reason neutron spectroscopy was 

applied to the study of 33Na and 95Rb n-rich nuclei. They were produced in fission of 

238U either at high-energy (ISOLDE-CERN) or low-energy (IGISOL-Jyvaskylii). The

aim of the study of P-delayed neutrons from 33Na, is to identify discrete structures in 

nuclear spectra and draw conclusions about their meaning for nuclear physics. In 

other words it provides information about structure of the nuclide and details of the 

decay process. For this determination both partial neutron emission probabilities P/ to 

different final states and corresponding neutron energies En are required. 

P-delayed neutron emission becomes competitive to y-decay and occurs when isobaric

mass difference (Qp) becomes larger than one neutron binding energy (Sin), The 

process takes place in two steps. In the case of 33Na the precursor nuclide first decays 

by beta emission to states above the neutron binding energy of the daughter, and the 

neutron is subsequently emitted in competition with gamma rays. 

GTR 

31
Mg + 2n :::E 

(') 

II 

Figure 4. One and two beta-delayed neutron emission scheme for 13-delayed neutron decay of 33Na. The

illustration is only schematical and detailed description can be found in ref. [5]. 
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P-delayed neutron emission probability (P11) is defined as the number of neutrons

emitted per 100 P-disintegrations. P-decay half-life T112 and P-delayed neutron 

emission probability P11 are the easiest measurable P-decay properties and often the 

only ones observable for n-rich nuclei far from stability and with low production 

yields. They contain important nuclear-structure information: T112 is sensitive to low

lying P-strength while P11 is proportional to the fraction of p feeding for levels higher 

than the neutron separation energy. When Qp >S211, P-delayed two-neutron emission 

may occur, as shown in Fig. 4. 

In order to determine the cascade relations in the decay scheme and to determine high 

energy levels in the daughter (33Na➔33Mg) nuclei, beta-gamma-neutron triple

. coincident detection technique is necessary. The number of P-delayed neutrons 

diminishes with the beta half-life of the mother isotope (33Na -precursor), and neutron

emission occurs from excited states in the daughter nucleus (33Mg -emitter). These

processes for the decay of33Na are schematically illustrated in Fig. 4. In the case ofn

rich light nuclei such as 33Na, neutron emitting states often have an appreciable 

fraction of the single-particle strength and, hence, large widths, resulting in a good 

separation of the emitting levels. To better explain experimental conditions in the 

spectroscopy of 33Na a schematic representation of P-delayed neutron emission is 

givt:n in Fig. 5. Bela-decay of the 33Na precursor to neutron-unbound states in the

emitter 33Mg is followed by emission of a neutron and formation of the final 32Mg 

nucleus in the neighbouring isobaric chain. Moreover, neutron energy spectra provide 

information on the excited states in the daughter nuclei 33Mg populated in P-decay as 

well as in P-n-decay (32•31Mg). Above the neutron separation energy S111, excited states

can decay by electromagnetic transitions and neutron emission, therefore the total 

decay width of such a level is the sum of the neutron and gamma widths [Bla79]. For 

neutrons this probability depends on the transmission through the potential barrier. 

Since a neutron possesses no charge, it does not feel any effects due to the Coulomb 

interaction but it is sensitive to the centrifugal barrier, which depends on the angular 

momentum l of the neutron. 
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Figure 5. Principle characteristics of the P-delayed neutron emission process in decay of 33Na. 

Two general experimental methods have been used so far in the determination of Pn 

values. The first is coincident � and neutron counting with well-calibrated (in 

efficiency and threshold) neutron and beta detectors. The second one is y-ray 

spectroscopy of nuclei produced by filiation. Beta-decay half-lives T112 and Pn values 

provides important structure information. However, they are integral quantities and 

therefore not definitive in extracting information on individual decay steps. As can be 

seen from Fig. 5, there are two ways to determine partial neutron branches (or P/) to 

individual final states: 

(I) by measuring the delayed neutrons in coincidence with y-rays depopulating

the excited states in the residual nucleus (triple-coincidence technique) and,

(II) by relating the intensities of y-rays originating from �-n-y decay to

known absolute y-ray intensities of either the �-decay daughter of the residual

nucleus or the �-decay daughter of the precursor.

The importance of an efficient detection of triple (�-y-n) coincidences together with 

the corresponding neutron energies has thus become evident. 

In this work the total Pn value was obtained by �-neutron counting and the ratio 

P1n!P2n was extracted from characteristic gamma transitions. The experimental data 

reveal fine structure in experimental �-strength functions (Sp), which has been 

calculated and presented in ref. [5]. For the determination of Sp and related functions 
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see Appendix 1. With experimental knowledge of the energy dependence of Sp and 

taking into account its influence on the neutron branching ratios, a detailed 

comparison of the measured P/ values and model predictions of the neutron emission 

process become possible. 

For heavy nuclei (like 95Rb) the upper part of the emitter excited states (Ex) 

becomes exceedingly complex, and the states are of the same character as those 

studied as resonances in neutron reactions. These states are best described in the 

framework of the compound nucleus model treated in Hauser-Fesbach formalism 

[Gad92]. However, in the case of the 95Rb typical excitation energies of the emitter 

states are 4 to 10 MeV, implying that the spacing between levels of the same spin and 

parity at the top of the spectrum will be of the order of 1 eV to 1 keV only! 

Experience shows that the wave function of such states is very complex, and that the 

amplitudes for the individual configurations can best be described as random on a 

local scale. An additional complication in neutron emission experiments is relatively 

modest energy resolution and sensitivity. For this reason it is important to remember 

that individual states will be missed experimentally and that the spectra will, in most 

cases, contain unresolved parts. These physical phenomena emphasize the importance 

of having a high-resolution n-detection system, which may resolve and distinguish 

between different neutron emitting levels, as much as possible. Therefore, in the case 

of 95Rb, our primary goal was testing of time-of-flight technique for P-delayed 

neutron spectroscopy of mass separated isobars at the IGISOL facility. 

Besides testing of the TOF method additional analysis was performed to examine 

interconnection between partial neutron branches and the shape of the beta-strength 

function Sp(E) as a function of excitation energy (Ex) in the emitter nucleus 95Sr (or

neutron energy when corrected for the S1n and nucleus recoil energy). In the 

calculations I have used the algorithm and programs developed and described in detail 

in ref. [Pop99). The input for the program is the measured P-delayed neutron energy 

spectrum, which also contains a data-base of the energy levels and the branching 

ratios in the decay of emitting nucleus 
95

Sr. The results are compared with 

measurements carried out using high-resolution 3He chambers [Kra81]. 
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2.3 Neutron detection techniques 

A neutron detection system necessary for characterisation of n-rich nuclei has to 

combine and optimize many aspects. The system has to be very efficient because of 

generally low production yields of exotic nuclei. In other words, sufficient statistics 

can only be obtained in long-term measurements, which demand a stable detection 

system with a low-level of accidental coincidences. Studies of beta-delayed neutron 

emitters require measurement of neutron spectra from almost thermal energies up to 

MeV range with the ability to resolve individual final states populated by neutron 

emission. The narrow spacing of n-emitting levels imposes high demands on the 

energy resolution of neutron detectors. Experiments along this line are additionally 

difficult because of short half-lives of delayed neutron precursors, which generally 

require fast detecting systems. As mentioned (P-y-n) triple coincidence technique is a 

very useful way for measuring partial neutron probabilities P / in coincidence with 

characteristic gamma lines. However, total efficiency is generally modest and depends 

on the product of beta, gamma and neutron detection efficiencies. This constrains the 

space around observation point reserved for a possible array of accompanied Ge 

(cluster) detectors, which means that n-detection system has to be compact and 

relatively small in size. 
3He tubes in combination with a neutron thermalizer have a high efficiency and allow 

determination of Pn values. Basically, there is no low-energy threshold for 3He 

counters (because of use of 3He(n,p)T reaction, see Fig. 15) but generally these are 

slow devices (response time ~µs) causing a high-level of accidentals and in some 

cases suffering from thermal-neutron background. On the other hand, gridded 3He 

filled proportional chambers, which are devices with the highest resolution [Fra77], 

have very low efficiency due to use of 3He in gaseous phase and low number of 

interaction centres per unit of active volume. Usually new (unexplored) n-rich nuclei 

are produced in such small amounts that 3He proportional chambers are not able to 

match low-statistical conditions. 

Scintillators are faster (response time ~ns) and allow beta delayed neutron-gamma 

coincidences for time-of-flight (n-TOF) measurements from which neutron energies 

are deduced. A relatively efficient system, which covers low as well as high neutron 

energies, might be obtained by a combination of several different kinds of 
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scintillators. For example combination of proton recoil and 6Li-glass scintillators 

stands for a good candidate to cover energy ranges from 1 keV to 10 MeV, sufficient 

for spectroscopy of n-rich nuclei. Furthermore, the system should be designed as an 

array of many modules to gain absolute efficiency. This configuration allows that the 

quality of the whole array rely on the performance of a single small module, which 

may have good properties. Stability and low-threshold of the array is provided by 

small size of the modules and high granularity of the whole system. Therefore, for 

light n-rich nuclei (A�30) fast organic proton-recoil scintillators (NE102, NE213) 

were chosen in construction providing good time and, consequently, good energy 

resolution properties for energies down to 100 keV. Spectroscopy of heavy n-rich 

nuclei (A�90) requires a very high energy resolution and the ranges of neutron 

energies to be observed are extended to low values (1 keV-2 MeV). To access and 

explore the low-energy part the 6Li(n,T)a reaction was chosen in 6Li enriched glass 

scintillator (GS20). This reaction has an almost exponential cross-section increase at 

lower energies (see Fig. 15) and presents a promising reaction for complementary 

detectors intended to operate at low neutron energies. 

Experiments with exotic nuclei are often characterized by low-counting rates. This 

imposes high detection efficiency and low-level of accidentals in long-term 

measurements. On the other hand, the size of the active volume for one module is 

limited by asked for detector quality (light collection optics, threshold, background 

level etc ... ). An advantage of liquid proton recoil scintillators is that they give a 

possibility to distinguish between different types of radiation, which can be used for 

background minimisation. Therefore, I have designed and constructed a small liquid 

scintillator neutron detector and compared its features with the other detectors. This 

yielded information for possible construction of similar neutron-detector array in 

future, which is based on a liquid scintillator. The quality of the whole set-up relies on 

the quality of a single module and large number of modules provides high efficiency. 

Taking advantages of low-velocities of heavy recoils (after neutron emission) very 

compact spectroscopic system could be constructed because of short recoil flight

path. Coincident measurement between heavy recoil and neutrons allows time-of

flight (r-TOF) determination and consequently neutron spectroscopy. Microsecond 

time ranges of the observed r-TOF intervals still allow relatively good energy 

resolution in close detector geometry. A simple set-up was described in ref. [Pop99] 
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which involves ion electro-optics system for beam decelaration, fast-time devices like 

a micro-channel-plate for detection of recoils and a scintillator detector for neutron 

detection. Both described detectors are relatively simple and present fast counters 

neglecting angular correlations between emitted particles. This resulted in a physical 

limitation for the final neutron energy resolution. Therefore, I have suggested further 

improvements by introducing position sensitivity of both micro-channel-plate and 

neutron detector. Furthermore, both detectors could be triggered by a new position 

sensitive beta detector. In this case low voltage electro-optic system can be simplified. 

3. Design and construction of the spectroscopic set-up

In this chapter principal design and construction properties of the neutron detectors 

used at several facilities will be explained. Also, the principles of operation will be 

given in brief. The detectors are intended for investigation of neutron emission from 

different physical processes in a wide neutron energy range. To match all these 

necessities, a time-of-flight (TOF) method was employed where the stop signal is 

given by several kinds of neutron detectors and the start signal is provided by fast 

detection of beta particles or fission fragments. Besides neutron energy measurements 

by TOF, timing properties of the whole system are crucial feature in obtaining 

absolute beta and neutron activities. As in any of TOF coincident techniques 

efficiency and timing of the whole system directly rely on the triggering detector. 

Therefore, this is very important detector, which deserves special attention. 

3.1 Triggering detectors for TOF measurements 

Two different kinds of the trigger-detectors were designed and constructed in order to 

perform TOF experiments. The first one is beta-trigger detector (�TD), which serves 

as the main detector for beta-delayed neutrons, beta-gamma coincidences as well as 

beta singles. The second one is micro-channel-plate detector (MCPD), which serves 

as a main trigger for fission fragments (FF), neutrons and light charged particle (LCP) 

correlation measurements. High efficiency and good time resolution are the main 
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objectives for both of the detectors. Therefore, for the active parts I have selected 

materials with extremely fast driving processes. In the case of the �TD fastest plastic 

scintillator was used. In the case ofMCPD small micro-channel-plates were used with 

high amplification power allowing the fastest possible charge to signal formation. For 

both systems a time diagram of the signals involved is shown in Fig. 6. In the case of 

�-decay spectroscopy the initial start signal is provided by beta decay producing a 

relativistic electron ( e-) as an information carrier. Due to relativistic speed of 

electrons time (to) to reach the surface of the �TD is very short (~ps) and negligible in 

respect to the full TOF range (tn) of observed neutrons ( ~ 100 ns). This approximation 

is allowed by relativistic speed of the electrons, of course, but also by keeping the size 

of the beta detector relatively small. The velocity of FF (providing the start signal) is 

much lower compared to relativistic electrons produced in beta-decay. For example, 

the heavy FF has a mean velocity of 1.3 ns/cm which means about 4 ns is needed to 

reach the surface of the MCPD. Therefore, the to is not negligible in the case of FF 

correlation measurements (see Fig. 6) and it is necessary to correct the detectable 

variables (fj-1,tp). The same consideration is valid for the light charged particles and 

neutrons where appropriate corrections have to be applied (t4= tn+tc), 
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Figure 6. Definition and connection between different TOF variables observed in correlation 
measurements. The time scale is in order of magnitudes for illustration purposes. 
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I have designed and constructed the beta-trigger detector in accordance with 

experimental conditions for beta-delayed spectroscopy of mass separated nuclei. The 

active part of the �TD is BC408 plastic scintillator cylinder (3 cm in diameter and 5 

cm high). Schematic and technical drawings are presented in Fig. 7(a,b). For excellent 

timing the scintillator is optically coupled to the middle of a Hamamatsu R1828-01 

fast PM. Only the central part (3 cm in diameter) of the PM's photo-cathode (5 cm in 

full size) is used to minimise the influence of the photo-cathode borders and to 

emphasize amplification uniformity and finally time resolution. A diameter of 3 cm 

was chosen as a compromise of the necessity to having the moving tape-system in the 

detector (see Fig. 7a) as well as a minimal diameter to allow close position of the 

HPGe detectors to the beam collection point (to gain efficiency). The wall-thiclmess 

is kept to 2 mm to minimise detection of accompanied y-rays and emphasize detection 

of electrons. Optical coupling was provided by a cylindrical light guide (plexy) and a 

soft silicon optical pad (hand-made), which serves as a soft 98% transparent opto

mechanical interface. 

a) A HV=-1800V 
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Figure 7. Beta trigger detector assemblies. (a) Active parts of the detector and (b) the scintillator 

cylinder with plexy-light guide. 

Special effort has been given to polishing of the scintillator and light guide surfaces to 

supply good light collection and low-detection threshold. Smooth interconnection 
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between the cylinder walls and the top surface improved light-collection and 

efficiency (see Fig. 7b). All the J3TD components are placed in a stainless steel frame 

with several windows (not shown in Fig. 7). One is for the beam entrance, the second 

one for the moving tape and three windows are for HpGe detectors covered by thin 

havar foil to minimise absorption of y-rays. Finally, I made the J3TD with a time 

resolution of 450 ps and the total efficiency of 64% for detection of electrons. 
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Figure 8. Top: Photograph of the Micro-Channel-Plate trigger detector. Bottom: schematic drawing of 

operation. 

For spectroscopy of neutrons and LCP accompanied with fission-fragments several 

micro channel plate detectors (MCPD) have been developed and constructed. There 
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detectors serve as main trigger detectors at HENDES facility. The essential design 

features of the MCPD is to provide minimal distortion of the FF velocity vector and 

provide good time determination of the initial fission process. The detector consists of 

two layers of the micro-channel-plates (Philips, G12-36ST/15/A), an electro-optics 

system and a (30-100 µg/cm2
) thin foil, which serves for conversion of heavy ions (or

FF) to electrons. 

The trajectories of the electrons produced by the FF are bent on the electrostatic 

mirror and after deceleration guided to the first layer of the micro-channel-plate as 

shown in Fig. 8(b ). On the back-side of the second micro-channel-plate there is an 

anode collecting the amplified charge. 
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Figure 9. Time-of-flight spectrum of the alpha particles from 22
6
Ra source measured by the two micro

channel-plate detectors. 

The set of two micro-channel-plate layers provides a very fast amplification process 

with an overall amplification of about 106
• Usually the MCPD is placed at about 2-3

cm from the radiation source covering a solid angle of 15% of 4n. In Fig. 9 there is 

shown a TOF spectrum which represents timing characteristic of the constructed 

MCPD detectors. This is obtained by measuring the time interval of an a-particle 

(226Ra source) passing between two identical MCPD. The inverse triggering method

(inverse scale) was used to minimise the singles count rate. The standard deviation 

(crm= 55 ps) of the peak obtained for the most energetic a-particles (at 7.688 MeV)

illustrates the timing properties of the MCPD detector. 
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3.2 Position Sensitive Neutron Detector 

The Position Sensitive Neutron detector (PSND) stands as the main component of the 

HENDES multidetector array. HENDES consists of a set of fission-fragment 

detectors, light charged particle (LCP) detectors assembled in and around a reaction 

chamber and several modules of the PSNDs, which surround the spherical interaction 

chamber as shown in Fig. lO(a). The HENDES multidetector array has been designed 

to accommodate up to 48 PSNDs [Trz95] although owing to the position sensitivity of 

each module, successful experiments have been made with a few modules only. 

There are two types of PSND; a small one and about four times larger (LANCER

PSND). The LANCER contains about 10 liters ofNE213 scintillator in a rectangular 

quartz container ( l0xlOxlO0 cm long) as shown in Fig. lO(c). Both ends of the 

detector are viewed by Philips XP2041 photo-multiplier. The LANCER detector has a 

higher detection threshold. However, its intrinsic efficiency is almost two times 

higher than for the small PSND. Usually the LANCER is placed at forward directions 

(see Fig. l0(a)) where more energetic neutrons are expected to be detected. 

Five small PSND were very recently redesigned and improved (see Fig. lO(c)). 

Improvements have been made by using a new scintillator, new fast photo-multipliers 

and a new system of opto-mechanical coupling. This upgrade yielded better position 

and energy resolutions as well as a lower detection threshold. 

The size and the length of the active part of a neutron detector are limited by detector 

quality demands. Many physical processes are involved and one limitation is the light 

attenuation by reflections and by absorption in the scintillator itself. The attenuation is 

proportional to the number of reflections and the length of flight paths giving rise to 

position dependent light collection. 

Furthermore, variation of uniformity of light collection along the scintillator causes 

position dependence of the total integrated signals (ET) important for quality of n-y 

separation. Also, position and time resolution depend on uniformity of light 

collection. Non-uniform light collection additionally introduces a dependence of the 

detector efficiency and detection threshold on position along the PSND. Nevertheless, 

the light output should be maximised to ensure good time and position resolution and 

to allow a low energy threshold leading to high neutron efficiency. The light 

collection efficiency depends on quality of the interconnection surfaces in contact 
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with the scintillator. In the case of the liquid scintillator different container materials 

with different reflection properties, geometries and construction techniques have 

different light collection performances. 

Generally speaking there are several types of reflectors used in combination with 

scintillator detectors. A mirror-like surface (Al-foil or polished Al surface) and a 

diffuse surface are commonly used reflectors suitable for small detector volumes. In 

the case of mirror reflector the angle of reflection equals the angle of incidence. 

Aluminium containers are easy to handle and commonly used for small detectors. 

With a diffuse reflector (MgO-white paint) the reflections are essentially independent 

of the angle of incidence. This fact helps the light to avoid comer effects and sharp 

edges of the container. On the other hand, with each reflection some degradation 

occurs so that this approach is not satisfactory in the case of large scintillator volumes 

where large number of reflections occurs, like in the case of our 1 m long PSND. 

Optimisation of the light collection properties in this case is provided by quartz

containers, which ensure position-independent light collection and good time 

resolution properties of the PSND. 

The PSND is devoted mainly to investigation of neutron emission of nuclear reactions 

where two types of neutron sources are expected with their characteristic angular and 

energy distributions. This sets further requirements of the PSND performances. The 

first type of source is an evaporation neutron source mostly yielding smooth angular 

distributions with lower energy neutrons. Detection of these neutrons does not require 

high angular resolution but requires a large solid angle and relatively low neutron 

detection threshold. The second source is associated with fast moving fragments or 

pre-equilibrium neutron emission characterized by peaked angular distributions and 

higher neutron energies. To resolve these structures an angular resolution of about 5° 

and energy resolution of 10% are sufficient. 

The neutrons in the energy range 1-100 MeV are usually detected with organic 

proton-recoil liquid scintillators because of their superior n-y discrimination 

properties. In particular the NE213 liquid scintillator is used for the PSND and usual 

charge-comparison method for n-y discrimination. The measurement of angular 

distributions can, of course, be performed by a number of small detectors. However, 

the necessity of high efficiency means a rather considerable expense (many photo-
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multipliers and associated electronics etc.). Furthermore, extensive work is necessary 

for their calibration. These problems are reduced by a single large PSND. 

a) 

b) c) 

Figure 10. (a) Set of neutron detectors installed at the HENDES multidetector array. (b) A single open 

PSND module and (c) large LANCER-PSND. 
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All of these processes have been taken into account when the PSND was designed. 

The result is a PSND module, which consists of a 05.5 cm x 100 cm quartz tube 

(cylinder wall thickness 2.5 mm) filled with liquid scintillator NE213 (about 2.3 [) 

viewed from both ends by PMs, and enclosed in a light-tight titanium container 

[ Alk92). Schematic drawings of the PSND are displayed in Fig. 11. 
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Figure 11. (a) Scheme of the PSND and light-tight titanium container. (b) Principle of time and 

position detennination, X-position of a neutron interaction, I-time-of-flight, ,1 and ,2 mean light 
travelling times, a-angle of photons relative to the PSND axis. 

The construction of the holders and the expansion volume allow both horizontal and 

vertical mounting of the PSND. Following a principle first used by Charpak et al. 

(Cha62], the neutron induced scintillation is collected in the PMs at both ends. 

Position and time are derived from the correlated signals as depicted in Fig. 11 (b ). 

The most important signals to be generated are position x and time t. The position and 

time information is obtained from the difference and the sum between the mean light 

travelling times r1 and r2 to the two PMs as, 

(2) 
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where, c is the velocity of light, nR, the refractive index of the NE213 and L

scintillator length as shown in Fig. 11 (b ). 

In order to optimize and improve the PSND quality, I have explored the relative 

contribution of different sources of time uncertainty by testing several fast photo

multipliers (see Table 1) attached to the same PSND. The time resolution of a TOF

system can be determined by measuring the distribution of the time delays between 

prompt events. The so-called prompt spectra of two PMs (Hamamatsu R1828-01 and 

Philips XP2020) are shown in Fig. 12. The start and stop signals were from collimated 

y-rays in decay of 6°Co, detected in left and right PM coupled to the PSND, which

yielded in estimation for position and time resolutions. The detector noise is

minimised by applying fast coincidence between two PMs and by low dark-current

features of the PMs used.
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Figure 12. The prompt spectra from collimated 6°Co y-source placed at the middle of the PSND 
accompanied with different PMs. Start signal was taken from one PM and stop from the second one. 
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The light collection process depends also on type, size and shape of the scintillator. 

Coupling optics, photo-multiplier's inherent transit-time-spread (TTS) and the 

associated electronics time spread are additional sources contributing to the final time 

uncertainty of the observed signals. The TTS depends directly on the quality of the 

photo-multiplier electro-optic system [Phi99]. By increasing the operational voltage 

(HV) between the photo-cathode and the first dynode the TTS decrease slowly. 

However, HV can not be too high because of the dark current leakage and consequent 

increase of the detection threshold. In addition, the time resolution is strongly limited 

by the large size of the scintillator because of the time spread of light collection 

induced by nuclear radiation absorbed in the volume of the scintillator. Therefore, 

variance (crg) of the measured prompt spectrum (see Fig. 12) is composed of the 

variance of the time jitter in the scintillator ( crs), the two PMs and electronics used to 

process the signals ( ap£). Thus total variance is: a: = a] + 2a:E . Modem NIM and 

CAMAC electronics usually has good timing properties and yields a very small 

contribution (below 20 ps) to the time resolution. In the case of our long PSND the 

light collection process may introduce time spread larger than the time jitter of fast 

photo-multipliers. Self-absorption and re-emission processes affect the decay time of 

scintillating pulses and cause deterioration of time and energy resolution. From the 

measured data (see Fig. 12) I have estimated the standard deviation crs introduced by 

long scintillator to be 0.194 (ns) for Hamamtsu R1828-01 PM. I assumed that both 

R1828-01 PMs have equal standard deviation CTpMr0.235 (ns) as reported in 

Hamamtsu catalogue [Ham0l]. If we add about 55 ps for time uncertainty of the 

MCPD start detector the overall energy uncertainty for MCPD-PSND time-of-flight 

system can be estimated. Similar evaluations were performed for a set of 

commercially available fast PMs. The second column in Table 1 presents a 

comparison of the TTS ( crpM) of some recommended fast PMs. The measured widths 

of the prompt gamma spectra ( crg) are shown in the third column and in the last 

column estimations are given for appropriate overall energy uncertainties for neutrons 

detected by these assemblies when combined with MCPD start detector. 

As a compromise between the price and detector performance I have selected XP2020 

as an optimal PM for 100 cm long PSND. Note that using the rapidity of the ultra-fast 

XP2020/UR decreases only by about 30% final neutron energy resolution, due to the 

large size of the liquid scintillator. 
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Type of PM TTS cr
g 

[ns] Uncertainty[%] 

crpM [ns] at 3 MeV at 20 MeV 

XP2020/UR 0.15 0.29 2 7 

R1828-01 0.235 0.39 3 9 

XP2020 0.25 0.41 3 11 

XP2262B 0.5 0.74 5 14 

Table 1. The timing properties of several photo-multipliers [Phi99] and evaluated overall neutron 

energy uncertainty for the PSND placed at 171 cm long flight path. 

The position resolution of the PSND supplied by two XP2020 PM was also estimated 

using the prompt time difference spectrum (trt2) presented in Fig. 12. Since the total 

length of the PSND on (t1-t2) spectrum is 10 ns, the width of the peak crg
= 0.41 ns 

corresponds to position resolution of about crL= 4 cm for an equivalent neutron energy 

of 3.25 MeV. The position resolution of the PSND slightly depends on the total 

amount of n-induced light, which is proportional to the neutron incoming energy. 

Therefore, the position resolution also depends on the neutron energy as is shown in 

Fig. 13 for 252Cf source. By putting a gate on the energy loss spectrum in the 

scintillator, it is possible to determine the dependence of the position resolution on the 

energy deposited by an incident neutron in the scintillator. At larger incident neutron 

energies the contribution of the light collection properties become small, and position 

resolution depends mostly on the quality of the PMs. 
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Figure 13. Experimentally measured position resolution of the PSND by using a 252Cf source as a 
function of deposited neutron energy in the scintilla tor. 
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3.3 Low-threshold neutron detector array 

An array of low-threshold neutron modules was originally designed and constructed 

by the IReS-Strasbourg group [Bou96]. This low-threshold neutron detector array 

(LTND) is dedicated to studying exotic n-rich nuclei produced at ISOLDE, GANIL 

IGISOL facilities. Usually, the LTND array is accompanied by a beta-trigger detector 

(l3TD) and several large Ge detectors for y-ray spectroscopy. A single module and the 

whole LTND array are displayed in Fig. 14. As can be seen from Fig. 14 the size of 

the active volume of the LTND module is kept quite small to emphasize quality of the 

light collection and to avoid neutron multiple scattering within the scintillator. 

Each neutron module consists of a cylindrical NEl 02A plastic scintillator (1 cm thick, 

diameter 10 cm) viewed by two ultra fast photo-multipliers (Philips-XP2020/URQ), 

connected horizontally and vertically, as shown at Fig. 14. Two light guides, with 

polished aluminium reflectors, ensure light collection from the scintillator. 

The scintillator and PMs are enclosed in a light-tight box. The L TND neutron detector 

array permits detection of the low-energy neutrons down to Et1,= 60 keV with a mean 

detection efficiency around 13% for neutrons in the energy range 60 keV-5 MeV. 

Low-energy detection is possible by adjusting the detection threshold just below the 

one photo-electron response. Minimisation of noise is performed by demanding fast 

coincidences between two PMs of each module derived from anode correlated signals. 

The spectra from each module are independently tuned by adjusting the delays of 

each module and combined into a single final neutron TOF spectrum. The modules 

are usually placed at about 50 cm from the source and at different angles having a 

total solid angle of about 2% of 4n.

Besides TOF and energy measurements, LTND array is used for measurements of 

absolute neutron activities and determination of the neutron emission probabilities 

(P,,). Therefore, precise knowledge of the neutron detection threshold (Eih), intrinsic 

efficiency aml timing properties of the LTND modules are the key element to 

determine the usefulness of the neutron detector array intended for high-precision 

neutron spectroscopy. Although calculation and evaluation of the known parameters 

of the scintillation material provide a good guide, the final calibration is done prior to 

the actual measurement by using the well-known 29Na source [Aud99]. 
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Figure 14. Top: beta-trigger detector in the centre surrounded by twelve LTND modules for delayed 
neutron spectroscopy. Bottom: a single module of the low-threshold neutron detector (L TND). Note 
minimisation of all inactive materials! 

Therefore, the properties of the LTND array are determined both experimentally and 

by simulation. In other words, the results of measurements with 
252

Cf source are 

compared with results of simulations in order to get precise information about the 
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threshold of neutron detection and intrinsic efficiency as a function of neutron energy. 

A complete evaluation procedure is described in chapter 4. This procedure yielded 

E11,
= 60 keV for threshold evaluation for the LTND array. 

3.4 6Li-glass detector for low-energy neutrons 

The value of E11,= 60 keV for the LTND module is already very close to the physical 

limits of the proton recoil scintillators. A possibility to detect even lower neutron 

energies is to use a complementary neutron-array constructed of 
6
Li-glass scintillator 

modules operated in TOF mode. The 
6
Li-glass array is more efficient at low energies,

because 6Li(n,a)T nuclear reaction (see Fig. 15) is used for the scintillation light 

production. 

The 6Li-glass array could be placed quite close to the source (-25 cm) because of 

slow neutrons to be observed. This compact configuration intends to gain solid angle 

but still keeps the neutron energy error in reasonable range. Furthermore, a single 

module might be placed very close to the source (several cm), serving as an efficient 

counter in the low energy region, which allows extraction and determination of Pn 

values by means of simultaneous counting of beta and neutron activities. 
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Figure 15. The 6Li(n,a.)T and 3He(n,p)T reaction cross-section for detection oflow-energy neutrons.
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I have designed and constructed a single prototype neutron module using small 6Li

glass scintillator GS20 in order to extend the range of detectable neutrons and explore 

detection possibilities under experimental conditions. The active scintillator, 5 .1 cm in 

diameter and 2.4 cm thick cylinder, is optically coupled to the photo-cathode surface 

of the XP2020 photo-multiplier. I have used again our hand-made 1 mm thick silicon 

soft pad for optical coupling. The usual flight path of 25 cm for this single module 

provides a solid angle of QL= 0.24% of 41t. Timing and energy information are 

collected and neutron-gamma discrimination is performed via pulse-height analysis. 

The whole assembly is mounted in a light-tight, thin aluminium cylindrical container 

with a screw system, which provide easy handling and fixing of the detector close to 

the radiation point as shown in Fig. 16. 

Figure 16. Prototypes of two detectors made in Jyviiskylii. Upper: New module of NE213 liquid 

scintillator detector for studying of noise minimisation possibilities. Lower: 
6
Li-glass scintillator 

(GS20) module for detection oflow-energy neutrons. 
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3.5 Small NE213 detector for noise minimisation 

As mentioned experiments on nuclei very far from stability, such as studies of �

delayed neutron emission of n-rich nuclei, are often characterized by low-counting 

rates, below 1 ion/second at the collection point. This demands an efficient neutron 

detection system with a low-level of accidentals in long-term measurements. 

Accidentals may be due to uncorrelated beta, gamma and neutron background events 

in the start and stop detectors recorded within the resolving time of the coincidence 

circuit. Random noise of the photomultiplier is an additional source of accidentals. 

The level of accidentals is directly proportional to singles rates in the start and stop 

detectors. A neutron detector in usual experimental conditions is exposed to high-flux 

of gamma rays producing high counting rate in the contribution to the level of 

accidentals. For example the observed gamma-to-neutron event ratio for example in 

studying of33Na decay was about yin= 3. 

These facts called for a construction of a prototype of neutron module (SLND), which 

has stable working conditions, possibility of minimisation of accidental, relatively low 

threshold and high intrinsic efficiency. For noise minimisation liquid scintillator 

NE213 was used, because of the possibility for n-y separation via pulse shaping of the 

anode signals. 

The size and shape of the detector active part was designed by using the EFEN 

Monte-Carlo simulation (see chapter 4). The simulation results suggested a limitation 

of about 1.6 cm for the detector thickness and no more than 16 cm long active 

volume. These dimensions are optimal values to minimise neutron multiple scattering 

effects, which can destroy the detector properties. Furthermore, two fast PMs per 

detector ensured noise minimisation by operating in coincidence mode and provided 

position sensitivity of the SLND module. The position sensitivity (if compared with 

the LTND modules) further improved overall neutron energy resolution because of 

better knowledge of the exact interaction point along the s1,;intillator. I have 

constructed a small NE213 neutron (see Fig. 16) as a compromise of all of these facts. 

Both ends of the detector scintillator (5xl.6x16 cm rectangle) are viewed by a fast 

XP2020 photomultiplier. The detector is usually placed at a distance of 30 cm and 

covers a solid angle of .Q
N
= 0.7% of 4n. Two PMs provided a tirning signal for TOF

and total and fast integrated output signals (ET,EF) for pulse-shape analysis. The 
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module has neutron detection threshold of Et1,= 150 keV and a mean intrinsic 

efficiency of about 14% for neutron energies between Eth and 10 MeV. 

4. Monte-Carlo simulations of neutron detector properties

The simulation package EFEN has been written with the intention to perform a 

comparative study of several neutron detectors based on fast proton recoil scintillators 

(NE213, BC501A, BC408, NE102A), in particular, to determine the most important 

parameters like intrinsic efficiency and threshold for neutron detection. Simulations 

were also used in the detector design phase and helped in estimations of the critical 

parameters. Flexibility in setting different detector geometries corresponding to real 

experimental conditions allowed very easy evaluation of the detector properties for 

different detector's configurations. The simulation program EFEN has been written in 

the extended Fortran language commonly used on many PCs or UNIX machines. The 

relative simplicity of the simulation program easily allows suitable modification and 

application for many different types of detectors. 

4.1 Simulation of neutron interaction with scintillator 

Organic scintillators are aromatic compounds containing linked or condensed 

benzene-ring structures. Fig. 17 shows the structural formula of xylene, which is the 

main ingredient in scintillators. Xylene molecules are sensitive to excitation by light 

charged particles like electrons, protons, deuterons, tritons, alphas. These particles can 

be produced in reactions caused by incident neutrons or gammas. A very important 

characteristic of scintillators is related to the extremely rapid time decay of excited 

molecules. This is the reason why detectors based on these scintillators have very 

good timing characteristics. The important physical properties of most scintillators 

can be found in the Bicron catalogue [Bic98]. Scintillation light in xylene arises from 

transitions of free valence electrons belonging to the molecules. These delocalized 

electrons are not associated with any particular atom in the molecule and occupy what 

are known as n-molecular orbitals. 
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Figure 17. The structural formula of xylene and energy level diagram of a xylene molecule. 

A typical energy diagram for these orbitals is shown in Fig. 17, where it is possible to 

distinguish the spin singlet states from the spin triplet states. The ground state is a 

singlet state, which is denoted by So. Above this level are the excited singlet states (S1, 

S2, .... ) and the lowest triplet state (To) and its excited levels (h T2, ... ). The energy 

spacing between electron levels is of the order of a few eV. There is also fine 

structure associated with each electron level, which corresponds to excited vibrational 

modes of the molecule. The charged particles excite both the electron and vibrational 

levels. The singlet excitations generally decay immediately (<10 ps) to the S1 state 

without emission of radiation. This process is known as internal degradation. From 

the S1 state radiative decay to one of the vibrational states of the ground state S0 

within a few nanoseconds is highly probable. This is a normal process of 

fluorescence, which is described by the fast component of the time evolution of the 

decay process, 

(3) 

where, N
p
h is the n�ber of photons emitted at time t, A and B are specific constants 

for any scintillation material, •F and rs are the decay constants for the fast and slow 

components, respectively. A similar internal degradation process also occurs for the 

triplet excited states, which brings the system to the lowest triplet state. While 
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transitions from To to So are possible, they are however, highly forbidden by multipole 

selection rules. The To state instead, decays mainly by interacting with another excited 

To molecule leaving one of the molecules in the S1 state (interaction goes over phonon 

production). Radiation is then emitted by S1, as described above, but this light appears 

after a delay time characteristic to the interaction between these excited molecules. 

This is a slow component of scintillator light. Existence of these two components 

forms the basis for the technique of pulse shape discrimination between different 

particles, which excite liquid scintillators. The scintillator light response is actually 

specific to the kind of interaction for different charged particles with xylene 

molecules. This presents the basis for possibilities to distinguish different types of 

radiation. More precisely, the shape analysis of scintillation pulses allows one to 

discriminate between different reaction channels induced by incident neutrons, which 

produce different charged particles (y-rays, protons, tritons, alphas etc ... ). 

The detection process in scintilllators simulated by EFEN proceeds in several stages. 

The first process is slowing-down due to neutron collisions with hydrogen (
1
H) and 

carbon nuclei (
12

C), which are the basic ingredients of organic proton-recoil 

scintillators. Neutron propagation involved in the simulation assumes elastic 

collisions with H and C for neutron energies below 4.8 MeV, which is the threshold 

for nuclear reactions with C nuclei. Ultimately, the neutron comes into thermal 

equilibrium with the medium and diffuses within the scintillator volume. The 

dissipation of neutron's total initial kinetic energy occurs in nanosecond time scale 

giving rise to initial scintillation signal. Escaping through the walls of the active 

scintillator's volume or a non-elastic collision with C, represent the processes 

terminating the history of followed neutron in the EFEN. 

The incident neutron can interact with any of the scintillator ingredients (hydrogen H 

or carbon C nuclei) in such a way that the final products are light-charged particles 

and gamma rays. Energy transfer between the incident neutrons and the particles 

produced is not a linear process. In other words, information about the incident 

neutron energy is lost and cannot be measured in this way with a good energy 

resolution. However, for neutron spectroscopy a TOF technique can be used taking 

advantage of the fast scintillation processes where only a small portion of the incident 

neutron energy is enough to provide appropriate signals. In our simulation model the 

parameterisation of Birks [Bir72] is used to calculate light output for different 
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particles produced in neutron interaction where the number of photons dNµ1, emitted 

per path-length dx traversed by particle is given by: 

(4) 

where, dE/dx stands for stopping power of the scintillator, no is the average number of 

photons per unit of deposited energy, and kB is a characteristic of the scintillator. All 

parameters for the set of various scintillators considered can been found in the Bicron 

catalogue. The total light yield is obtained by integrating eq. (4) between zero and the 

initial particle energy. Furthermore, to simulate signal formation each particle 

trajectory is divided into small segments which produce a constant energy loss AE,

then eq. (4) is numerically integrated with this energy to yield the number of photons 

LINµ1,, (0.1 MeVee- in case of NE213 produces about 1000 photons/, which are 

emitted isotropically into the full solid angle. This procedure is iteratively repeated 

until the charged particle has completely lost its energy in the active scintillator 

volume. Absorption of the light in the simulation is described by equations 5. 

P(x) = exp(-x ll
0

). (5) 

P(x) represent the probability to reach the distance x in a scintillator with an 

attenuation length constant /0• When the light signal reaches the photo-cathode of the 

PM tube the photons eject a photoelectron with the quantum efficiency coefficient Ke 

(10% for Philips XP2020 PM). The electrons are further focused onto the first dynode 

with efficiency Fe and amplified by the dynode chain with a factor of G. The PM 

anode current I(t) is given by product: 

I(t) = e <l>(t) K, F, G, (6) 

where, (/J(t) is the rate of photons at the photo-cathode surface and e the elementary 

charge. Finally, the corresponding voltage pulse at the anode r-RC circuit is given as: 

1 Here I have used electron equivalent units Me Vee- for deposited energy in scintillator. Connection
with proton recoil equivalent units MeV, is in given by eq. (12). 
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R 
-tlr 

e rmax 
V(t) = -- .Ii exp(t I r)l(t)dt.

r 
(7) 

The simulation uses a simple measurement of the anode output signal-shape to 

estimate all variables in eq. 7. An example of the anodes response on 6°Co gamma 

source taken from the LTND module is shown in Fig. 18. Under this condition, the 

amplitude of V(t), a measurable quantity, is proportional to the total number of 

photons transported to the photocathode and in the EFEN simulations is used to 

determine the threshold for neutron detection (Eih)-

Tek W!J!1 2GS/s 9 Acqs 
;-t-----T 

4.2 Nuclear data base as input for the EFEN simulation 

As a stochastic process the interaction of neutrons with different scintillators in the 

EFEN simulation is described by total cross-sections for interactions with constituents 

of the scintillators. I have given preference to the evaluated cross-section data files 

(ENDF/B-VI and JENDL 3.2) received from the International Atomic Energy Agency 

(IAEA-Vienna and [Lan98]). These data represent a compact-package of all the 

available data, which are periodically updated according to experiments performed 

over the last few years. Also, these data serve as referent data and convenient basis for 

comparison of results of different simulations. For higher neutron energies (En>32 
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MeV) I have used the data reported in ref. [Gue76] and references therein. Therefore 

in the EFEN simulation I have used nuclear data libraries as input files to produce 

information about involved reaction cross-sections, angles of scattered neutrons and 

produced particles. There are many different reaction channels for neutron interaction 

with light charged particles produced in the output channel. The most important 

(seven) channels for neutron detection are shown in Fig. 19. Angular distributions of 

scattered neutrons and produced particles are given in the c.m. system by eq. (8) in 

forms of energy dependent Legendre coefficients C1(E,J. 

(8) 

where, ai(E,J is the total cross section for the given reaction at the incident neutron 

energy En, 0cm, is the c.m. angle of emission of the reaction product, Pi(cos0cnJ is the 

Legendre polynomial of the order /; l111ax(E,J is the order of the last, non-zero 

coefficient in the decomposition (8). 
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Figure I 9. Cross-section of reactions which are important for neutron detection by proton-recoil 
scintillators (taken from ENDF/B-VI and JENDL 3.2 libraries). 
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4.3 Modelling and sampling of neutron detection 

Statistical modelling of neutron interaction with different materials is governed by 

probability density functions (PDF) of interaction. Physical processes described by 

the PDF approach reality by sampling a large number of interaction events [Sob83]. 

The EFEN simulation consists of several modules of which some are intended to be 

modified according to the specific detector type. In particular, the definition of 

detector geometry and active volume, type of scintillator, properties of the neutron 

source, as well as choice of the quantities to be simulated are at the disposal of the 

user. A simplified flow chart of the program is displayed in Fig. 20. Its execution 

starts with the block marked as "block 1 ", which contains input variables and 

necessary parameters describing the initial state of the system (neutron 

source-detector). The detector active volume in 3D space and spectral characteristic 

of the neutron source P(v, (f),E,J are defined here. When the initial neutron velocity 

vectors are defined (by v, (f) angles and neutron velocity) the "start" points (x0,y0,z0), 

are found. These are points where neutron velocity vectors are crossing the surface of 

the scintillator volume and the probability for neutron detection becomes larger then 

zero. Furthermore, requirements for total simulation statistics and energy steps are 

also here in block 1. My experience shows that one million simulations for each step 

of 100 keV of neutron energy is sufficient to suppress the statistical fluctuations. After 

completion of the initialisation phase, the program executes the main DO loop, where 

the subroutines emitting and tracking particles are called. The essential part of EFEN 

is the tracking module. It tracks all particles, currently in the detector volume and 

describes history of neutron interaction. Tracking module consists of several sub

tasking programs marked in Fig. 20 as blocks (2,3,4). The block 2 calculates neutron 

mean free path A until interaction occurs for a given amount of neutron energy. 

Because of the many processes involved the probability of neutron interaction is 

composed as a sum of two main interaction branches (on H or/and C-nuclei). 

Therefore mean free path in the block 2 is calculated by using 

(9) 
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where, a 
H 

( E) , a c ( E ) are total cross-sections for neutron scattering on H and C 

nuclei (taken from the nuclear data libraries), n H , n
c 

are concentrations of H and C 

atoms in a scintillator. The mean free path is further used for sampling the distance S

to the next interaction with the nucleus. The S is random variable with exponential 

distribution of the PDF [Sob83]. To sample the distance S(E) between two points of 

neutron interaction in the simulation operational formula (10) was used: 

S(E) = -ln(c)/ ..1.(E), (10) 

where, i:: is a random number with uniform distribution on segment (0,1) obtained by a 

random number generator subroutine. The exact outcome of the neutron collision 

depends on the nature of the particles. Therefore, block 3 simulates the different 

collision channels using the operational formula (11) to reach a decision about the 

type of interaction, which actually stands for the relation between a particular channel 

and all possible interaction channels. 

P�(E) = nca�(E! (11) 
n

H
a H(E) + n/f, a�(E) 

i=I 

In general, this is the way how dynamic channeling of the code's flow is produced for 

different reactions (channels). All channels have a certain statistical weight as 

calculated by eq. (11 ). When the neutron goes into any channel, block 4 calculates the 

angle of scattering. In each channel, the scattering angle is first sampled in the centre 

of mass system and is then translated into the laboratory system. When information 

about S and the angle exist, the position of the scattering point is located and it is 

possible to check whether this point is inside the active volume. This is done in the 

fifth block. If the point of scattering is outside the active volume, the neutron hist01y 

is terminated and the code returns to the beginning where a new neutron history is 

initiated. If the point is inside the active volume, then such an event may increase 

efficiency. Also, the flow of the code returns to the fourth block where the calculation 

of neutron kinematics as well as kinematics of the produced particles in neutron 

collision are carried out. 
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For specified charged particles the total energy loss I;(LIB;) is further calculated and 

attributed to the amount of photons which form the output signal. If the amount of 

neutron energy after scattering is larger than the threshold (E11,), the flow of simulation 

goes to the second block where the new scattering for the same neutron is initiated 

with the remaining energy and with the new laboratory angle. Then follows the 

sampling of S and choosing the type of reaction. If the remaining energy is too low 

(below Et1,) the action of the tracking routine terminates. In other words the neutron 

history is followed while the neutron has enough energy for detection or until the 

neutron escapes from the scintillator. 

In addition, the scattering multiplicity (M) of a neutron is monitored and makes it 

possible to follow how many scatterings a neutron has had in a typical neutron 

history. 

4.4 Results of EFEN simulations 

The results of the EFEN simulation refer to several different detectors at usual source

detector geometries, which fulfils the constraints imposed by the real physical 

experiment. In presenting the results of the simulation the intrinsic efficiencies for the 

set of different detectors were stressed. Some of other results intend to fulfill complete 

description of the detector properties and detection process for instance to optimize 

the detector design and improve quality of experimental data. A sample of 

representative results will be given here including intrinsic efficiencies, multiple 

scattering effects and optimal detector sizes, influence of diaphony and inactive 

materials on neutron detection process. 

When calculating the efficiency, I attempted to reproduce actual experimental 

conditions, such as the correct geometry of the active (scintillator) and inactive 

materials, the threshold settings, and the energy spread of the incident neutrons. 

Efficiencies near the threshold are especially sensitive to various experimental 

parameters and are expected to be more difficult to reproduce accurately. To achieve a 

good noise rejection the simulations have been made with a limitation for signal 

amplitudes of the formed light-outputs. In the simulation I have used (Et1."
1
) electron

equivalent light output units (expressed in MeVee-), as recommended by Bicron. 
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Correlation with more familiar proton recoil units (Ea,, expressed in MeV) can be 

found by 

(12) 

where, E,h is the proton energy and Ea,et is the electron energy that gives the same 

light output. The constants a; (i=l, .. ,4) for specific scintillators are reported in ref. 

[Bic98,Mou94]. The simulations usually considered isotropic neutron source where 

106 simulations were made for each of 100 keV energy step. The results calculated by 

EFEN for intrinsic efficiency as a function of neutron energy and threshold Ea, are 

shown in Figs 21-25 for several types of detectors involved in the experiments. The 

first presented result is actually a comparison of results obtained by EFEN and 

MENA TE simulations [Des98]. The MENA TE simulation stands for the standard 

programme used to evaluate properties of DEMON neutron module. Comparison is 

shown in Fig. 21 together with a schematic presentation of a single DEMON module. 
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Besides the geometric effects two prominent shapes constitute an efficiency curve 

presented in Figs 21-25. For "thin" detectors (Figs 22 and 25) the shape of efficiency 

curve is mainly dominated by elastic scattering on H nuclei. For the medium-size 

detectors like (PSND), there are two main contributions. The first constituent refers to 

the energy range Et1,-9 MeV, and the second refers to energies above 9 MeV. The first 

part mainly corresponds to elastic scattering on H-nuclei, and the second is 

predominantly caused by inelastic scattering on carbon nuclei. These processes are 

actually governed by cross-section values for different channels at given amounts of 

energy (see Fig. 19). For the large-size detectors like (LANCER and DEMON) the 

relative contribution of both principal interaction channels (interaction with H and C 

nuclei) are similar. 

In processes involved in scintillators a neutron can be scattered more than once before 

escaping the active volume or before being absorbed. Those multiple scattering events 

happen faster than the collection of light by fast photo-multipliers (XP2020) changing 

the shape of the total light output signal. The final effect is a non-uniform process of 

light-collection and signal processing. Furthermore, it disturbs the pulse-shape 

analysis and thus the quality of the n-y discrimination. The ideal situation would occur 

ifit would be possible to detect incident neutrons (in large energy range) by only one 

act of scattering, and if the place of neutron deposition would be a point. However, 
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the neutron energy deposition process has its time-space finite extension and it is not a 

point. Multiple scattering effects actually create an upper-limit factor for active 

detector volume. In other words, the size of detector must be kept small to obtain 

certain detector quality. On the other hand, increasing the detector size (radius), will 

increase the probability for detection and intrinsic efficiency. However, there will be 

more complicated effects caused by multiple scattering, which will damage the time 

and energy resolution. These effects were estimated by EFEN simulation for different 

incident neutron energies as shown in Fig. 26 and results were used in the design 

phase of the small NE213 neutron detector dedicated to noise and accidental 

minimisation experiments at ISOLDE. The size of the active part was chosen in such 

a way that single scattered events dominate and at the same time the intrinsic 

efficiency is still relatively high. Projection on the detector thickness (R-M) 

multiplicity plane is shown in Fig. 26, also. Different curves represent calculations for 

different incident neutron energies. As can be seen in Fig. 26, increase of neutron 

energy contributes to two processes affecting the intrinsic efficiency. Firstly, 

increasing neutron energy decrease number of scattering per one neutron history and 

cause lower probability for detection or lower intrinsic efficiency. Secondly, the 

number of neutrons scattered only once in the detection process in the scintillator, 

decrease. Therefore, the chosen thickness for the small NE213 detector was 1.65 cm 

which favours one neutron scattering events but still allows relatively high efficiency 

in the selected energy range ( ~ 1.5 Me V) for neutron spectroscopy. 
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Figure 26. The multiple scattering effects calculated by the EFEN simulation in the NE213 liquid 

scintillator as function of active volume size. Top: Dependence between diameter (R) of active volume, 

mean neutron multiplicity (M) and intrinsic efficiency for different neutron energies (E0). Bottom: 

Mean multiplicity (M) as function of the detector thickness (R) for different neutron energies. 

The shape and intensity of the light response depends on reaction types. The neutrons, 

which have been scattered on hydrogen after an initial elastic scattering on carbon 
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cause a complicated effect in relation to detection and present the diaphonic effect. 

The reason for this is very small light response of a scintillator on carbon ions (50 

times less than for a proton with the same energy), which makes these interactions 

invisible by the PM. 
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Figure 27. Left: Representation of the role of diaphonic effect in the PSND detector. Right: influence 

of diaphony on registration as calculated by EFEN simulation for different neutron energies. For the 

TOF-delay and space-shift right and left scales are valid, respectively. 

The diaphonic effect shifts neutron energies measured by TOF towards smaller 

values. The main reason for this shift is an increased time of travel before the 

"visible" point of scattering. To explore and estimate these effects I extended the 

EFEN simulation and Fig. 27 shows results for the PSND detector. As can bee seen 

from Fig. 27 the diaphonic effect contributes about 5-6 % to all types of reactions. It 

is also clear that the detection threshold has a weak influence on the diaphony. This 

percentage (5-6%) of interaction causes a space shift of about ±1 cm, and a delay time 

of neutron detection as shown in Fig. 27. Finally, for any given size and geometry of a 

scintillator, diaphony effects generally decrease with increasing of incident neutron 

energy. 
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In order to improve the quality of our neutron measurements with the PSND at 

HENDES facility I have estimated the influence of inactive materials on the detection 

process by using EFEN simulation. The inactive materials involved in experiments at 

the HENDES are the stainless-steel spherical chamber (composed of several 

ingredients: Fe, Cr, Ni, C), the titanium box around each PSND, and the quartz 

cylinder (Si, 0) containing NE213 scintillator. The dimensions of all the materials are 

known and the concentration of the centres for interactions can be calculated to 

provide input for EFEN simulation. Cross-sections for neutron interaction for all 

inactive materials were found in ENDF/B-VI library. 
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Figure 28. Percentage of incident neutrons, which have interacted with inactive materials at HENDES 

facility as calculated by EFEN simulation. 

Finally the simulation showed that about 1.7% of incident neutrons (Nd) are lost in the 

inactive materials in a typical run at HENDES as shown in Fig. 28. 
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4.5 Threshold, efficiency and energy resolution evaluations 

In order to get precise information on the interplay of energy threshold of neutron 

detection and on intrinsic efficiency several measurements with a 252Cf source were 

performed at the HENDES facility. 252Cf is a spontaneous fission source where the 

associated neutrons are emitted isotropically in space. Furthermore, the shape of 

neutron energy spectrum is well-known and serves as the reference spectrum in many 

experiments. Before and after each experiment, californium spectra are taken not only 

for calibration purposes but also for testing and tuning of the experimental set-up 

including electronics. 

When neutron spectra from 252Cf were measured the start signal for TOF was given 

by fission fragments, registered by a micro-channel plate detector, and the stop signal 

was provided by the neutron modules. In the case of a PSND module the neutrons are 

first selected by n-y separation technique and then converted into an energy spectrum. 

A typical 252Cfneutron TOF spectrum is shown in Fig. 29. 
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Figure 29. Neutron TOF calibration spectrum of 252Cf source detected by central segment of the PSND 

module. 

Subsequently, the neutron energy spectrum is corrected for intrinsic efficiency and 

compared to the well-known reference spectrum of 252Cf [Bud88]. The efficiency 

correction is performed for the set of intrinsic efficiencies obtained by the simulation 

for different thresholds (£111). 
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For the LTND module the curve with the Et1,= 60 keV threshold correction resulted in

the best agreement with the reference neutron spectrum and indicated the real 

operational threshold of the LTND. Furthermore, the well-reproduced shape of the 

intrinsic efficiency corrected 252Cf spectra confirms that the EFEN simulation 

involved all neutron detection processes in a proper way. In addition, a sharp increase 

of the neutron intensity at 60 keV marks furthermore the detection threshold. The 

sudden increase of the neutron intensity indicate the edge where noise starts to 

dominate the observed spectra. This noise is mainly caused by thermal emission of 

electrons from the PM photo-cathode. The same procedure for the PSND module 

yielded 700 keV threshold for neutron detection. The calibration spectra of 252Cf, 

measured by the LTND and PSND modules are shown in Fig. 30 together with actual 

intrinsic efficiencies as a function of neutron energy. 
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Figure 30(a) Neutron spectrum of 252Cf(dots) measured by LTND modules corrected for intrinsic efficiency of the 

detector is compared to the reference spectrum (lines) taken from ref. [Bud88]. (b) The same for the PSND module 

and for the 10 cm long central part. (c) Intrinsic efficiency of the LTND and PSND module (d) as evaluated by 

combination of 252Cf measurements and EFEN simulations. 
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The evaluation for a large-size LANCER module yielded an actual threshold of 

£11,
=l .2 MeV and efficiency was already shown in Fig. 24. The actual intrinsic 

efficiency for the small NE213 neutron detector was already presented in Fig. 25 such 

as result of measurements and simulation. 

In the transformation from measured TOF to kinetic energy E, I have used the 

relativistic equation: E = mn (K-1), where mn is the energy equivalent of the neutron 

mass (939.56 MeV) and K is the Lorentz factor. Due to non-linear transformation 

from time to energy, the energy spectrum is stretched-out for long and compressed for 

short time-of-flight. Hence, in the TOF measurements, energies of fast and slow 

neutrons are obtained with different resolutions. The spectra with unequal energy bin 

size are usually then transformed in a second step to equal energy bins. The neutron 

energy resolution of the used neutron detectors is dominated by two physical sources. 

The first one is connected to the time uncertainty of the start (trigger detector) and 

stop (timing of the neutron modules) signals, respectively. The second one is related 

to the pathlength uncertainty in the neutron flight path. This uncertainty is caused by· 

not knowing precisely the neutron interaction length inside the scintillator whose 

thickness is not negligible with regard to the flight path. Consequently, the overall 

energy resolution is given by: 

(13) 

where, K is the Lorentz factor, L the measured flight path, L1L and LJ.TOF flight path 

and time uncertainties, respectively. For an estimation of the energy resolutions for 

the detectors 
252

Cf neutron TOF spectra were again used, but now the prompt gamma

parts. It is supposed that total time uncertainty LJ.T (from start and stop detectors) is 

directly measurable and presents the width of the prompt gamma peak in the TOF 

spectrum as shown in the insets of Fig. 31. By adding flight path uncertainties L1L it is 

possible to estimate the overall energy resolution as function of neutron energy. The 

results for the LTND and PSND modules are presented in Fig. 31. 
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Figure 31. Energy uncertainty of the time-of-flight (LTND and PSND) neutron modules. Note different 

sources of uncertainties. The dashed line stands for the time uncertainity, the dotted line for the 

pathlength uncertainty and the solid line for the overall error. The insets represent LIT (FWHM) of the 

prompt gamma peak in the TOF spectrum measured by the 252Cf source. 

5. Experimental arrangements

5.1 HENDES 

Since a large part of measurements involved in this work has been done at HENDES, 

I will start here with a general description of this facility. HENDES (High Efficiency 

Neutron DEtection System [Trz97]), is a multi-detector array for correlation 

measurements of fission-fragments and light particles produced in nuclear reactions. 
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The whole set-up is updated all the time as one takes advantage of new technologies. 

Inside the 2 mm thin stainless steel spherical chamber of 80 cm diameter, there are, 

about 3 cm from the target, one or two MCP trigger detectors followed, at about 24 

cm, by two large Position Sensitive Avalanche Counters (PSAC). As very fast devices 

MCP trigger detectors provide reference for all other time-of-flight detectors (PSND, 

PSAC, LCP etc.). When two MCP trigger detectors are used they are placed on 

opposite sides of the target, each in front of the corresponding PSAC. Presence of a 

fast coincidence between the two PSACs and at least one of the start detectors is a 

usually required trigger condition for correlation measurements. The remaining space 

inside the chamber is taken by various LCP detectors, mostly PIN diodes but also, 

depending on the application, by Si(Li) detectors, Csl(Tl) scintillators, proportional 

counters etc. as shown in Fig. 32. 

Figure 32. HENDES multi detector array for correlation measurements of fission fragments and light 

particles. 

HENDES is very well suited for efficient measurements of fission fragment mass 

distributions, correlated light charged particles (LCP) and neutrons. Therefore, first 

part of measurements for determination of absolute cross-section in fast neutron 

induced fission of 238U, was performed at HENDES facility. To measure fission-
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fragment mass distribution in coincidence with the LCP and neutrons two large 

PSACs, single MCP start detector, two PSNDs and two LANCERs neutron detectors 

were used. Two LANCER modules were placed in the forward direction, the PSND 

behind the PSAC and at the backward angle as shown in Fig. 33. The neutron 

modules all together (PSNDs+LANCERs) covered 4% of 41t solid angle. 

Figure 33. Experimental lay-out ofHENDES d(p,f) Er 65 MeV experiment. 

All neutron detectors have been located outside the chamber at about 65 cm from the 

target. The time-of-flight method was used both for neutron and fission fragment 

detection. The PSAC detectors [Ort93] have a diameter of245 mm and provide a time 

resolution better than 400 ps and a position resolution below 1 ·mm as shown in Fig. 

34. They were tuned to be insensitive to a-particles. The MCP, with 100 µg/cm2 thick

gold plated mylar conversion foil and intrinsic time resolution of 55 ps, was placed in 

front of one of the PSAC detector. For both PSACs, the distance between cathode 

center and target was 235 mm. In-plane angles between the beam direction and the 

centers of the first and second PSAC were 90°. The angular acceptance of both 

detectors was 56° in-plane and ±28° out-of-plane providing total geometrical 

efficiency of 10% of 41t. The calibration spectra for PSAC detectors obtained by 252Cf 

source before the deuteron run are shown in Fig. 34. A detailed fission-fragment mass 

reconstruction procedure from the data obtained via TOF using PSAC detectors is 

described in Appendix 2. 
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Figure 34. Position calibration of the PSAC's inner coordinate system by using 252Cf source. The 

correlation with the laboratory system is done by using the mask placed in front of the PSAC. Notice 

shadows caused by the mask. The inset shows shadows caused by inner structure of the thin wires 

placed at 2 mm distances inside of the PSAC. 

Usually before the run the position calibration of the neutron detectors was done by 

moving in 10 cm long steps a collimated 6°Co y-source along the length of the neutron 

modules. Neutron-gamma separation was performed with a standard pulse-shape 

technique. Threshold levels of neutron module electronics were adjusted to 0.8 MeV 

and 1.2 MeV for the PSND and the LANCER modules, respectively, to suppress high 

count rates induced by X and soft y-rays. No collimators were used in the vicinity of 

the target chamber. The beam dump, 3.5 m from the target, was shielded by 20 cm of 

boron loaded paraffin and 25 cm of lead. The target was a 150(10) µg/cm2 of 238U 

evaporated on 60 µg/cm2 of A}zO3 backing. Close to the target several Csl(Tl) 

telescopes with a total solid angle of 2.5% of 4n for LCP detection were positioned. 

These covered angles from 30° to about 140° with respect to the beam and were 

located on the plane perpendicular to the direction between the centers of fission 

fragment detectors. Each telescope consisted of Csl(Tl) crystal working as E and a 

380 µm silicon PIN diode working as LIB and also providing the timing information. 

The Csl(Tl) crystals (diameter cj>= 2x2 cm cylinders) were optically coupled either to 
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photo multipliers or to light sensitive diodes. In each case it was possible to reach 

energy resolution close to 5% for 226Ra alpha-lines.

5.2 Set-up for neutron yield measurements 

The second step in study of fast neutron induced fission was precise characterisation 

of the neutron yield produced in several combinations of thick targets, projectiles and 

bombarding energies. Therefore, in order to know the exact characteristics of the 

neutron flux impinging on the uranium target several experiments were performed. 

These experiments provided information about: absolute intensities, angular 

distributions and energy spectra of neutrons emitted from thick 12•13C and 9Be targets

irradiated by deuteron (d) and proton (p) beams. Low (100 pA) intensity beams were 

focused into a target sufficiently thick to stop the beam. A cylindrical 14 mm thick, 50 

mm diameter 9Be target was covered by a 3.1 mg/cm2 aluminum foil to prevent

chemical contamination from beryllium evaporation and sputtering. The 12C target (a

25 mm thick cylinder, 48 mm in diameter) was directly irradiated without any 

additional shielding. The 13C target was in powder form (6.5 g) and encapsulated in 1 

mm thick cylindrical (18x35 mm) graphite container covered at the front surface with 

a thin (3 mg/cm2) aluminum foil. All targets were mounted on a 1.5 mm thin 

aluminum window at the end of a 10 cm long tube that was isolated from the rest of 

the beam line and served as a Faraday cup. Neutron energy was determined by the 

TOF technique where the start signal was taken from the different neutron detectors 

and stop from the cyclotron (RF) signal. The neutron flight path to the detector 

modules and the RF frequencies imposed the lower limit on the measurable neutron 

energy. The beam pulse width of about 2 ns was the main limiting factor in time 

resolution of the neutron detectors. 

In order to optimize the energy resolution and measure neutron spectra with low 

energies, several separate experiments have been performed for each of the beam 

energies. For higher neutron energies (4-70 MeV), three PSNDs were placed at a 

distance of 171 cm from the target at different angles relative to the beam axis, as 

shown in Fig. 35(a). The low-energy parts of the spectra (0.3-10 MeV) were measured 

in a separate run by using three modules of the LTND positioned at the same angles 

as the PSND but closer to the target, as depicted in Fig. 35(b). A shorter neutron flight 
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path of 50 cm was chosen to observe the low-energy neutrons in the time window 

limited by the cyclotron RF frequency. 
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Figure 35. (a) Three modules of the Position Sensitive Neutron Detectors - PSND. (b) Three modules 

of the low-threshold neutron detectors - LTND placed closer to the neutron source (converter). The 

numbers marked are to help with electronic interconnection (see Fig. 44). 

Therefore, the low energy cut-off limit was about 0.3 MeV for the LTND modules. In 

the case of plastic scintillator (LTND modules), only energy signals associated with 

the scintillator (ET) were recorded. Afterwards, in off-line analysis, both timing and 

energy in the appropriate range had to be present to provide an acceptable signal for 

the TOF spectra. The relative normalisation between different modules was 

performed using isotropic 
252

Cf neutron source. Position resolution of the PSND

modules was sufficient to provide continuous coverage from 0
° 

to 60
° 

with about 3
° 

angular resolution. The actual time resolutions (2.5 ns for the PSND and 2.2 ns for the 

LTND), were estimated by the width of the prompt gamma peaks in the TOF spectra. 

Moreover, by adding neutron flight-path uncertainties the relative error in neutron 

energy was estimated to be in the range of 11-20% for 10-70 MeV and 12-24% for 

0.5-5 MeV for the PSND and LTND modules respectively. Neutron-gamma 

separation for the neutron modules were obtained by comparing the fast to the total 
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integrated PMs' output signals. More precisely, the sum of the signals from both PMs 

was taken into account to minimize the influence of the interaction point on the 

quality of n-y separation. The energy calibration of the total integrated signals was 

done using the 137 Cs and 6°Co gamma sources, i.e. the Compton edges of the

deposited energies. The quality of separation of a PSND module is presented in Fig. 

36. 
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Figure 36. Neutron-gamma separation obtained by plotting fast versus total component of the signals 

from the central segment of the PSND, as measured in 12C(d,xn) reaction at Er 50 MeV.

5.3 IGISOL 

The third step in studying of fast neutron induced fission was determination of the 

independent yields for mass separated nuclei using the IGISOL on-line mass separator 

and y-ray spectroscopy. In the IGISOL (Ion Guided Isotope Separation On-Line) 

technique [Dend98, Pent97] the high energetic fission fragments are slowed down in 

the target (but can exit the thin target) and then lhermalized in a high-pressure helium 

stopping chamber (see Fig. 37). Fission fragments leave the uranium target with 

kinetic energies of about 100 Me V. They enter the chamber filled with He, where they 

loose energy by collisions. Charge exchange reactions in the helium lower the charge 

state of fission products to a value of + 1. Fast flowing helium gas transports the 

fission products out of the chamber. By use of differential pumping and suitable 
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skimmer voltage, ions are guided to the acceleration electrode. Radioactive ions 

accelerated to 40 keV energy were mass-analysed with a resolving power of 350 and 

implanted into the collection tape. The tape was moved periodically in order to 

remove long-lived daughter activities. 
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Figure 37. Helium chamber specially constructed for the experiment with fast neutrons at IGISOL in 

Jyvaskyla (see ref. 4). The marked numbers indicate: 1. deuteron beam; 2. 12C converter; 3. 1.4 mm 

steel foil; 4. helium-filled ion guide target chamber; 5. 15 mg/cm2, 25 mm x 25 mm 238U target; 6. 

helium inlet; 7. exit-hole (1.2 mm); skimmer plate with 1.35 mm hole. 

The IGISOL technique is one of the fastest mass separator systems with separation 

times of 1 ms. Due to the fact that primary thermalized ions are initially contained in 

and transported by inert helium gas and extracted by electric field, no chemical 

selectivity influences the transport. The set up for y-ray spectroscopy at IGISOL 

consisted of a �TD detector surrounded by two large Ge detectors (a part ofNordball 

Ge detector array [Mos89]). The y-rays were recorded in coincidence with betas 

detected by the �TD. Both timing and energy signals were taken from outputs of the 

�TD photomultiplier. 
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5.4 Set-up for beta-delayed neutron spectroscopy 

The LIND array was used together with a beta-trigger detector and two large Ge 

detectors for y-ray spectroscopy for studying �-delayed neutrons of very neutron rich 

nuclei. In addition, two detectors were added for testing purposes to examine noise 

reduction possibilities by a small NE213 detector (SLND) and to extend the energy 

range of observable neutrons by using one module of new 6Li-glass detector. A 

schematic drawing of the whole set-up is presented in Fig. 38. 
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Figure 38. The detector set-up used at ISOLDE-CERN and IGISOL-Jyviiskyla in studying of the �

delayed neutron emission. The set-up consists of eight modules of neutron detectors with NE102A 

plastic scintillator, two Ge detectors (Gl and G2), one module of a neutron detector filled with NE213 

liquid scintillator (N) and one module of 6Li-glass neutron detector (L). The implantation point is 

surrounded by a thin cylindrical �-detector constructed of BC408 plastic scintillator. The inset shows 

cross-section of the plastic scintillator detector module. 

This set-up was used at two facilities: ISOLDE-CERN for studying of beta delayed 

neutron decay of 33Na and at IGISOL-Jyvaskyla for testing purposes by measuring 

beta-delayed neutron decay of mass separated isobars. At ISOLDE 33Na isotopes were 

induced by 1.4 GeV proton beam in an uranium carbide target. The beam was 

composed of high intensity pulses (3x1013 protons/pulse) separated by an integer 
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multiple of 1.2 s. Average beam current in the target was typically 2 µA. The 

separator beam was switched on for 20 ms, starting after each proton pulse and the 

data were collected during the following 550 ms period. The mass separated Na
+ 

ions

were collected onto an aluminized Mylar tape. The tape was 'moved periodically in 

order to remove the long-lived daughter activities. A typical yield for 33Na at the

collection point was 2 ions/s. The implantation point was viewed by a beta-trigger 

detector. The beta detector was used as a main trigger for beta singles, beta-gamma (P 

-y), beta-neutron (P-n) and beta-gamma-neutron (P-y-n) coincidences. The signals for

triggering were accepted only if both timing and energy in a certain energy range 

were present at the same time, providing additional cleaning of all spectra in 

coincidence with betas. Two large-volume Ge detectors (70%) were used to measure y 

-ray spectra. For time-of-flight neutron spectroscopy, eight low-threshold neutron

detectors (LTND), were placed at a 50.8 cm distance from the source at different 

angles covering a total solid angle of QA
=l .92% of 4n. The neutron TOF spectra were 

independently matched by adjusting the delay of each module and combined into one 

final TOF spectrum. 

5.5 On-line calibration with well-known neutron sources 
94

•
95

Rb

The neutron detectors were checked and calibrated at IGISOL prior the data taking by 

using well-known neutron precursor 94
•
95Rb. At the same time these measurements

served as tests of neutron TOF technique at IGISOL. Not only Pn and TJ/2 but also 

neutron energy spectra of P-delayed neutrons were measured. Well-known 94
•
95Rb

precursors were produced by bombarding a uranium target with a 25 MeV proton 

beam. The cross-sections for production of fission products around masses 94,95 as 

calculated by fission model simulation programme developed by V. Rubcenya 

[Rub98] are shown in Fig. 39. The typical y-ray spectra attributed to mass 94, 95 are 

presented in Fig. 40(a,b). The yields achieved at the collection point were about 3000 

and 1700 ions/s for 94Rb and 95Rb, respectively.
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Figure 39. Independent isotope yields as calculated with the model developed by V. Rubchenya [7]. 

The measured time structure of the "cycle" for mass 95 is shown in Fig. 40(c) and 

represents both absolute beta and neutron activities observed in the run. The beta

trigger detector besides providing excellent timing properties was appropriately 

adjusted to minimise background and PM's noise. An example of energy associated to 

the anode output is also shown in Fig. 40(d). The primary production of the strontium 

and yttrium isotopes (see Fig. 39) at mass 94,95 is not negligible when compared to 

the yield of 94
'
95Rb, but in this mass region the 94

•
95Rb are the only prominent short

lived neutron emitters. Furthermore, the P-decay daughters 93
'
94Sr are long-lived

isotopes without any neutron emission, which made the unfolding of the activities 

trivial. Table 2 represents the literature reported half-life and Pn values [To198] as 

well as the coefficients proportional to the relative P-activities for two selected masses 

(94,95) as calculated by V. Rubchenya fission model [Rub98]. 

T112 [s] Rei. P-activity [%] Pn [%] 
lsotope\mass A=94 A=95 A=94 A=95 A=94 A=95 

Rb 2.72 0.337 85 47 10.4 8.7 
Sr 75.3 23.9 14 52 0 0 
y 1122 618 1 1 0 0 

Table 2. Important physical properties for the �-delayed neutron spectra around of two selected masses 
(94,95) at IGISOL. 
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Figure 40. The part (a,b) represent beta-gated y-ray spectra at masses A=94,95 where the characteristic activities 

observed are denoted by their chemical symbol. (c) The cycle spectrum for both beta and neutron activities 

recorded at mass A=95. (d) The energy distribution associated to electrons and measured using the beta-trigger 

detector. 
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Figure 41. Beta-delayed neutron TOF and energy spectra observed in decay of 94
•
95

Rb.
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In Fig. 41 the measured TOF and neutron energy spectra are shown. Before 

converting into the energy spectra the TOF spectra (see Fig. 41 a,b) have been 

corrected for accidental background (dotted-lines) and then converted into energy as 

shown in Fig. 41 (c,d). Almost all neutron intensity is seen below 2 MeV although full 

energy ranges a:re 3.6 MeV and 4.9 MeV for neutron emission from 94Sr and 95Sr, 

respectively. Furthermore, b9th spectra exhibit fluctuation pattern due to many 

excited emitting levels. This is due to very high-density of the emitting levels and 

extremely high-resolution of a neutron spectrometer is demanded. The energy 

resolution in our TOF spectra was about 6 keV for 100 keV and about 0.1 MeV for 1 

MeV neutrons. 

Apart from the fact that the energy range up to about 60 ke V was not covered, the 

observed neutron spectra quite similar pattern as measured by using 3He ionisation 

chambers [Kra8 l]. Some of the sharp peaks in the 13-delayed neutron energy spectra 

have not been resolved but the envelopes are very much the same, which presents an 

additional affirmation for the detector intrinsic efficiency evaluation. 
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Figure 42. Decay curves of beta and neutron activities after ion collection stop. The dots represent 

measured data for beta (filled dots) and neutron activity (open-dots) corrected for intrinsic efficiency of 

the L TND modules. The dashed lines relate to beta and neutron activity and the solid lines stand for an 

almost uniform long-lived background (Bgd). 

Besides the energy measurements of the 13-delayed neutrons the obtained data 

provided also information about half-life and Pn values by direct measurements of 

absolute beta and neutron activities. The method used for unfolding of the activities 
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was the same but much simpler than in case of 33Na decay (see chapter 6.2). The 

results are displayed in Fig. 42. Based on measured data beta-strength function Sp was 

calculated by using the algorithm and programs developed and described in ref. 

[Pop99]. The input for the program is the measured beta-delayed neutron energy 

spectrum, which also contains the data-base of the energy levels and branching ratios 

in the decay of emitting nucleus 95Sr. This information is enough to calculate the

neutron transmission coefficients Ti and relevant gamma-widths and then 

corresponding Ip and Sp functions (see Appendix 1). Finally, experimental �-strength 

function for 95Rb precursor was obtained and is displayed in Fig. 43 together with

partial neutron probabilities to the excited levels of 94Sr. Furthermore, an integration

over the whole energy range (from S1n to Qp) yielded a calculated value of Pn
= 

9.6(9)% for total neutron emission probability. 
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Figure 43. (a) Partial neutron probabilities and (b) beta strength function of 
95

Rb decay derived from 

experimental data. The Ex scale stands for excitation energy. 
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The weighted average of two measurements based on beta and neutron spectroscopy 

resulted in a value of 385(8) ms for the half-life of 95Rb. Furthermore, direct 

measurements of the total probability for neutron emission yielded a value of Pn
= 

8.8(7)%, which is in good agreement with the reported one (8.7%) [Kra81] and the 

previously calculated one 9.6(9)% (see Fig. 43(a)). These well-reproduced results 

indicate that neutron detector properties as well as techniques for the data analysis are 

consistent with the techniques based on y-ray measurements. 

5.6 Data acquisition system 

In all the experiments electronics scheme similar to that displayed in Fig. 44 was used 

with standard CAMAC and NIM units. When measuring fission-fragments in 

coincidence with light particles at the HENDES beta and gamma detectors were not 

used. However, beta, gamma and neutron detectors were employed at the ISOLDE 

and IGISOL facilities. Finally, in measurements of absolute neutron yields only 

neutron modules and RF signals were used. 

Two electronic units have been designed and built by the HENDES group. The first 

one is Master Trigger Unit (MTU), which processes logical signals and allows almost 

arbitrary logical combination for triggering of the Data Acquisition System (DAQ) 

depending on the specific experiment. For example, in the case of 238U(d,pf) run the 

logical condition at the MTU was set so that the DAQ stores the data only if three fast 

time signals, two from the PSACs and one from the MCP were present at the same 

time. 

The second developed unit is the Signal Processor Block (SP), especially designed to 

process anode signals from the neutron modules and to perform neutron-gamma 

discrimination by charge comparison method. The SP unit occupies one standard 

CAMAC slot. Eight SP units were constructed to supply signal processing from 8 

neutron modules. Each SP unit has two channels or more precisely includes two 

constant fraction discriminators and two pulse-shape analysis circuits similar to those 

described in ref. [Tok93]. These analogue pulse-shape schemes allow avoiding 

multiple gates, which are usually needed for particle identification in liquid 

scintillators. The resulting signals are digitised by fast multi-channel TDCs, QDCs 
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producing timing information (t1,t2), fast and total pulse components (E1,F, EJ.T, E2,F, 

E2.T)-

V, 

::::, 

m 

(.) 1�]' 
<( 

� •k

� <( 

:u 
, 

- 1/ 

n-modules 1

Figure 44. Electronics configuration of the Data Acquisition System used for experiments at several 

facilities. The bold triangles stands for preamplifiers. 

In case of a multi-detector array, SP block's outputs can be plugged into QDCs 

triggered with Common Gate (see Fig. 44). This was done in absolute neutron yield 

measurements where RF signal was to be present to open the Common gate. 

All modules of ADCs (Silena 4418A), TDCs (Ganelec 812F) and QDCs (LeCroy 

4300B) are connected to the CAMAC bus, which is controled by Crate Controller 

(CC) and List Processor LP (Hytec 1341) as shown in Fig. 44. The CC is connected to

the computer (PC) via multiwire data-bus cable and controlled by DAQ software 

installed in the PC. The source of the DAQ software was written in C language and 

allows changes specific for given experimental conditions to be made easily. 
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Instead of checking and reading each electronics module into the CAMAC crate, the 

PC loads the list of modules and program ofreadout into LP via CC. When MTU unit 

issues a request, the LP takes control under CAMAC bus allowing fast readout of 

modules and writes data into internal buffer which has a capacity up to 256 kb. When 

the LP memory buffer is full, the data are transmitted to the PC to be saved into a file 

on hard-disc. As a result of zero-suppression mode the recorded data in binary form 

have very compact size suitable for transportation and analysing at different 

laboratories. Besides conventional spectroscopic channels each event has another 

helpful parameter. Since real time of each event is registered it is possible to estimate 

the time difference between two neighbouring events. Deviation from the exponential 

law (Poisson statistics) has been used to estimate the dead-time of the DAQ system. 

6. Experimental results

The measurements in the present work were done at several facilities. The 

experiments at HENDES concentrated on measurements of absolute neutron yields 

and fission fragment (FF) mass distributions by means of correlated measurements of 

the FF and light particles. The corresponding charge distributions were obtained at 

IGISOL by conventional y-ray spectroscopy. Finally, neutron spectroscopy of n-rich 

nuclei was performed at ISOLDE and IGISOL by a combination of both light particle 

and y-ray spectroscopy techniques. 

6.1 Neutron yields from thick targets and fast-neutron induced fission of
238

U 

The first step in the study of fast neutron induced fission as a primary reaction 

mechanism for production of n-rich nuclei was precise characterisation of neutron 

field emerging from thick targets. The second step was measurement of mass 

distribution of fission fragments in fast neutron induced fission by taking advantage of 

238U(d,pt) reaction. The last step involved measurements of isobaric yields of mass 

separated ions. This set of the measurements allowed determination of absolute cross

sections in fast neutron induced fission of238U. 
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6.1.1. Neutron energy spectra and yields 

There are several processes where neutrons may be produced when a target is 

bombarded by high-energy deuterons, therefore the shapes of the angular and energy 

distributions are a result of competition between different reaction channels leading to 

neutron emission. The most probable reactions and their Q-values are shown in Table 

3. 
Reaction Q-value on ,Be Q-value on uc

rMeVl rMeVl
(d,n) 4.36 -0.28

(d,a.n) -0.10 -9.78

(d,dn) -1.67 -18.72
(d,pn) -2.22 -2.22
(d,p2n) -3.89 -20.95
(d,2n) -4.07 -20.34
(d,3n) -22.65 -36.38
(d,p3n) -22.79 -34.07
(d,4n) -35.67

Table 3. Expected reaction channels for pnrnary deuteron proJectiles and the1r Q-values for carbon and 
beryllium targets. 

In Fig. 45 two-dimensional energy versus angle contour-plots of neutron spectra for 

two targets are shown. As expected, both cases show a concentration of yield at 

forward angles. At larger angles the angle-energy correlation becomes more linear. 

The contour lines for lower energies arc nearly parallel to the angle axis indicating an 

almost isotropic evaporation source. 
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Figure 45. Diagram of constant yield versus neutron energy and laboratory angle for the 12C(d,xn) at

E,F 50 MeV and 9Be(d,xn) at E,F 65 MeV reactions. The numbers at the contour lines indicate yield

in neutron per steradian per Me V per deuteron multiplied by a factor of 10 3.

The energy spectra of neutrons emerging from thick 12C and 
9Be targets at different

angles are displayed in Fig. 46. It is possible to see two regions of interest: the first 

connected with low-energy part up to 5 MeV which corresponds mainly to neutrons 

emitted from the target-like source, and the second high-energy part produced by the 

projectile break-up. 
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Figure 46. Double differential neutron yields J2 Y(E, 6)/dEdD. produced in reactions on thick 
12

C and

9
Be targets for different angles as a function of neutron energy. The insets show blow-up oflow-energy 

part of the neutron spectra measured by using the LTND modules. The solid lines are only for guiding 

the eye. 

At higher energies and at small forward angles (<15°) one can see well-pronounced

bell-like shapes. These neutrons emerging in narrow forward-cones are from direct 

reactions (stripping and break-up) [Ser47,Rid99]. The neutrons :from the direct 

reaction mechanism are still visible at larger angles ( 40°). However, the relative

intensity and the position of the maxima decrease with angle. The most probable 
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energy of neutrons from the stripping reaction is equal to approximately one half of 

the incident deuteron energy corrected for the Coulomb barrier and the energy loss in 

the target prior to the reaction. The observed average energy of the neutron spectra is 

at about 0.4 times the deuteron energy, which is also the case in other measurements 

at higher energies [Pau00]. The energy maxima of the bell-like neutron groups at 

different angles are presented in Table 4. 

Be(d,xn) 
at 65MeV 

eLAB dY/dfJ En 

(0) [n sr-1 d"1) [MeV]

0 
5 

10 
15 
25 

40 

60 

1 C(d,xn)
atSOMeV 

dY/dfJ En 

[n sr·1 d"1] [MeV)

13C(p,xn)
at30MeV 

Table 4. Differential yields dY/dfl at different angles for three target projectile combinations. For the 

reactions with deuteron beam the position of the energy maxima for bell-like shapes in neutron energy 

spectra are also given. All angles (0LAs) are in the laboratory system relative to the beam axis. 

The asymmetry of the bell-like shapes c01Tesponds mainly to folding of the thick 

target and multiple scattering effects before the direct reaction processes take place 

[Ser47]. Rutherford scattering causes also deflection from the incident deuteron 

direction and broadening of the angular distribution of the neutrons emerging from the 

direct reactions. 

The insets in Fig. 46 present extensions of the neutron spectra to low-energies. This 

part is dominated by the emission (evaporation) of low-energy neutrons from the 

excited target-like nuclei and yielded almost isotropic angular distributions for 

neutrons. For example, in the case of the Be target, the relatively sharp increase at 

about 0.67 MeV, is due to the decay of the 2.43 MeV excited state in 9B* to the 

ground state of 8Be, where 9Be • are populated by inelastic scattering 9Be( d,d ')9Be • of 

the deuterons [Bre89]. 

In both of the neutron production reactions using deuteron beams the dominant 

mechanism is deuteron break-up. Fig. 47 presents neutron energy spectra produced in 

the 13C(p,xn) reaction at E
p

= 30 MeV where the main part of the spectra are neutrons 
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emitted from excited states of 14N. The threshold for populating the first excited state 

is at E
p

= 5.8 MeV and all excited states in 14N are unstable against particle emission. 

More precisely, the spectra are a result of the composition of different sources of 

neutron emission. The low-energy component corresponds to the evaporation process 

and the high-energy component is a mixture between pre-equilibrium emission and 

direct reactions. Broadened neutron group labelled with D corresponds to ground state 

neutrons (En~7.7 MeV). The neutron groups leading to the first and the second 

excited state (£11~5.4 and En~4.3 MeV) are labelled with C and B letters, respectively. 

The neutrons emitted from high-excited states in decay of 14N are marked with letter 

A and present a large contribution in total neutron yield. Finally, the bump labelled 

with E presents mixture between pre-equilibrium emitted neutrons and from direct 

reactions where the most probable energy is centred at about half of the projectile 

energy. The magnitude of the bump and its most probable energy decrease with 

increasing emission angle. This shows that the primary reaction process, leading to 

the bump-spectra is direct knock-out reaction but energetic pre-equilibrium neutrons 

are present as well. 
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Figure 47. Double differential neutron yields iY(E, 6)/dEdfl produced in 13C(p,xn) at E
p

=30 MeV

reaction for different angles as a function of neutron energy. 

The numeric data which summarizes the neutron yield angular dependence, are also 
presented in Table 4. They are obtained by integration of the double-differential 
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spectra (cfY(6,E)/d.Q dE) from the lowest (0.3 and 1.8 MeV for d and p beams, 

respectively) to the highest registered neutron energies. Energy integrated angular 

distributions of differential yields (dY/d.Q) are shown in Fig. 48. In the case of 
9Be(d,xn) and 12C(d,xn) reactions, the decrease of the neutron flux with increasing 

angle is due to the drop of direct reaction contribution in the neutron spectra. The total 

neutron yield (}? has been extracted using a linear interpolation between the data 

points and assuming that (dY/df2) sin(EJ) drops linearly at angles larger than 60° until

180°. This resulted in a neutron yield of 0.109(10) [n/d] for d+9Be at 65 MeV and

0.056(6) [n/d] for d+12C at 50 MeV reactions, respectively. 
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Figure 48. Left: Angular distribution of neutrons from 12C(d,xn) at 50 MeV and 9Be(d,xn) at 65 MeV 

reactions. Right: Angular distribution of neutrons from 13C(p,xn) at 30 MeV. 

The angular distribution of differential yields (dY/df2) from the 13C(p,xn) reaction is 

also shown in Fig. 48. The total neutron yield (Y) observed is 0.022(3) [nip] with a 

slight angular anisotropy. A slight forward-peaking is probably due to direct 

interaction between the incoming proton and a neutron on the surface of the 13C 

nucleus and because of neutrons emitted from the hot pre-equilibrium states since 

they occur in a more forward direction. 

In Fig. 49 the neutron yield is shown as a function of the projectile beam energy. The 

measured yields using deuteron and proton beams on thick targets, present a new 

addition into the systematic of the absolute yields of neutron sources. The yield from 
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carbon is less than that from beryllium but carbon withstands higher temperatures and 

can be placed very close to the fission target (uraniumcarbide or metallic molten 

uranium) and covers higher solid angle for neutrons. The uranium target composition 

and design is very important for the success of the production of a RNB by fast 

neutron induced fission. It is clear that in the present target-converter (see Fig. 3) 

configuration, the forward peaking of the neutrons is a preferred feature of the 

conversion mechanism. Furthermore, several measurements indicate that a carbon 

converter is the best compromise in respect to the din conversion factor and 

engineering design considerations [lbr00,Leb98]. 
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Figure 49. Neutron yields produced in thick 12' 13C and 9Be targets measured at zero degrees. Crosses, 

solid squares, solid diamonds, open diamond and open square are data from refs. 

[Bre89,Wat79,Meu75,Bel98,Sal76], respectively. The solid circles and triangle with error bars are from 

this work 

6.1.2 Mass and yield measurements in fast neutron induced fission of 238
U

In the second step the 238U(d,pf) at E,r= 65 MeV reaction was used to provide means

for measurements of neutron induced fission at intermediate energies. The virtual 

neutron spectra have been obtained by gating proton energy spectra detected by 

Csl(Tl) telescopes in a certain energy window. It was done demanding coincidences 

between fission fragments and protons emitted under small solid angle in the forward 

direction where the protons from stripping reactions were measured. The proton 

spectra measured by telescopes at different angles are shown in Fig. 50. The spectrum 
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at 30
° shows a bell-like shape characteristic of the stripping reaction with the 

maximum at about half of the bombarding energy (32 MeV). The spectra at larger 

angles and lower energies(< 20 MeV) have a typical evaporation shape. The shape of 

the virtual neutron spectrum is determined by direct stripping and evaporation 

components. To select neutron energies in the virtual neutron spectrum equation (14) 

which connects E,,- neutron and E
p
- proton energies where the protons are detected at 

angle 0 was used. The Ed and Bd are deuteron bombarding and binding energies, 

respectively. 
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Figure 50. Energy spectra of protons from the 238U(d,pf) reaction measured at different angles in 

coincidence with fission fragments. Two columns at the right-side give corresponding proton and 

neutron energies. 
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Figure 51. Fast neutron induced fission fragment mass distributions measured for the 
238U( d,pf) 

reaction at several neutron bombarding energies. 
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Fission fragment mass distributions measured in the 
238U(d,pf) reaction for different 

virtual fast-neutron energies are shown in Fig. 51. Different neutron energies are 

selected by gating the proton energy window in the telescope detector. Therefore, it 

was possible to reproduce mass distributions obtained in 238U(n,f) reaction for several 

bombarding neutron energies. The results are in good agreement with the data 

reported in ref. [Z6ll95], where neutrons from the spallation source at Los Alamos 

National Laboratory were used. 

6.1.3 Absolute cross-sections of fast neutron induced fission of 
238

U

Isotopic distributions of the fast-neutron induced fission on 
238

U using the IGISOL 

facility were measured in the third step. The neutrons produced in the thick 12C target 

by 50 MeV deuterons impinged on a uranium target (15 mg/cm
2
) in the He chamber 

already shown in Fig. 37. The production yields of n-rich nuclei in the mass ranges 

88-94 and 136-144 were measured. Examples of �-gated gamma spectra taken at

several masses (A= 89,112,139) are given in Fig. 52 where evidence of different 

isobars can be seen. In the first step, the characteristic experimental y-peak areas were 

corrected for detection efficiency and decay branching in order to get the number of 

primary ions at the collection point. 

Then another correction was made to account for the finite acquisition time and to get 

the beam intensities as a number of ions/s, the so-called independent yields. The 

independent yields were added to form cumulative yields. Finally, the cumulative 

yields were then normalized for a primary beam intensity of 1 µA. 

Combining these results with the known total cross-section (see Fig. 2) for fast 

neutron induced fission and with the results of mass distributions from the 
238U( d,pf) 

reaction it was possible to estimate absolute cross-sections in fast-neutron induced 

fission of uranium. The data have been normalized according to ref. [Bab71] and very 

recent measurements done at the IGISOL [Num0l]. The results are displayed in Fig. 

53 together with earlier measurements using protons [7]. Furthermore, the measured 

values are compared with the model calculations described in detail in Appendix 3. 

An indication for consistency of the analysis is fairly smooth behaviour of the mass 

yields. 
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Figure 52. Beta gated gamma spectra in fast neutron induced fission of 238
U experiment recorded for 

several masses at IGISOL facility. The activities observed are denoted by their chemical symbol. 

The observed valley in the symmetric region with a peak-to-valley (P/V) ratio value, 

as expected, is much more shallow than for thermal-neutron induced fission of 235U 

where PIV is about 600 [Wah88]. The reported PIV value for fast neutron (En"'20

MeV) induced fission at Los Alamos [Zol95] is 3.5. However, the data obtained by 

HENDES showed a value of PIV= 2.8. A reason for different PIV values might be in 

the low-energy part of neutrons produced by thick converter when bombarded by 

deuterons. The inset in Fig. 46, shows an increase of the neutron flux at low energies. 

The rather isotropic distribution of these low-energy neutrons suggests another 

mechanism than stripping, possibly evaporation from the target nucleus. 

Furthermore, the influence of low-energy neutrons is enhanced by use of a thick U 

target (15 mg/cm2 in the present experiment), in which low-energy fission neutrons 

are produced and can further induce fission. Even a small amount of low-energy 

neutrons could increase the PN ratio, which varies rapidly at this energy 

[Zol95,Viv00]. 

Fission fragment charge distributions are conventionally described by Gaussians of 

width az(A) and centered at the most probable charge Z
µ
(A). Corresponding isobaric 

yield Y(A,Z) is given by the expression 

(15) 
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Figure 53. Top: Cross-sections of mass distributions in fast neutron induced fission of 238U for several average 

neutron energies as measured by HENDES (filled symbols) and IGISOL (open squares) facilities. Bottom: The 

same but obtained by proton beam for two energies ( see ref. 7). In both figures lines represent results of 

calculations by V. Rubchenya's model [7]. 

Despite of large fluctuations it was possible to extract general trends by fitting the 

cumulative yields. The fitting procedure assumed several simplifications. It was 

possible to adopt the constant-charge-ratio (CCR) rule in such a way that the most 

probable charge Zµ
(A) at each measured mass is defined by a simple linear equation 

ZlA)= a A + b. The fitting data analysis has been extensively explained in ref. [4], 

The fit resulted in the best oz(A) value of 0.70 for neutron induced fission. 
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Furthermore, the obtained slope coefficient value (a) for neutron induced fission .is 

very close to the value obtained by using protons [Kud98]. The (a,b) parameters for 

the fits of the whole data sets are (0.3662, 3.21) and (0.3670, 3.90) for neutron and 

proton induced fission, respectively. Very interesting is the offset difference which 

indicates a shift towards the most n-rich nuclei for neutron induced fission. This shift 

is stable with respect to large variations of other parameters, and represents an 

encouraging result for production of n-rich nuclei by fast neutron induced fission. 

6.2 Beta-delayed neutron decay of 33
Na 

The study was performed using the ISOLDE on-line mass separator facility at CERN 

PS-Booster. Two detectors extended the standard set-up as already shown in Fig. 38. 

The first one was a single module of 6Li-glass detector, which provided extension to 

low neutron energies. The second one was installed for testing possibility to minimize 

the background by pulse-shape analysis with a small liquid scintillator neutron 

detector (SLND). 

The P,, and the half-life value of the 33Na precursor (P111
=52(20)% and P2,,

=12(5)%, 

[Lan84], TJ/2
=8.2(4) ms [Thi81]) have been reported previously, but neutron energy 

spectra were measured in this work for the first time. There are several reasons why 

the decay scheme of 33Na has not been established so far. First, the very short half-life 

demands fast mass-separation process. Secondly, the large energy-window (Qp-S,,) for 

the neutron emission emphazises the role of neutron detection. Thirdly, the low 

production yield makes the determination of numerous decay channels difficult. 

In the present work two experimental methods have been combined for 

determination of the P,, values. These are simultaneous � and neutron counting with 

well-calibrated neutron and beta detectors, and y spectroscopy of nuclei produced by 

filiation. 
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Figure 54. Decay of 33Na and its daughter activities. The values reported are taken from ref. [ Aud97]. 

The methods were combined in such a way that the total Pn value was obtained by 13-

neutron counting and the ratio P1nlP2n was extracted from characteristic gamma 

transitions. The scheme of activities produced by the decay of 33Na is presented in 

Fig. 54. It illustrates the complexity and difficulty to isolate a particular decay in these 

conditions by using usual j3-y spectroscopy and complete spectroscopy becomes 

critically dependent on neutron measurements in order to establish branching 

probability to different final states. 

Additional checking of all the neutron-modules was performed on-line at ISOLDE 

with a 29Na source under the same detection conditions as for 33Na data taking. 29Na is 

a well-known 13-delayed single neutron emitter with a prominent peak structure 

[Bau87,Zie81]. The neutron spectra of beta-delayed neutrons from 29Na are shown in 

Fig. 55. 
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Figure 55. Neutron TOF spectrum of 29Na measured by the neutron detector array. The peaks marked 

are inkeV. 

6.2.1 Half-life of
33

Na

The d1araclerislic gamma line at 885 keV which follows P-delayed neutron decay to 

the first excited 2
+ 

state in 32Mg, was used for the half-life determination of 33Na. A 

short time gate (5-40 ms) provided additional cleaning of the background. The time 

distribution of 885 keV y-events from two large-volume Ge detectors was fitted by a 

single component decay function after background subtraction resulting in a value of 

8.1(4) ms for the half-life of 33Na, see Fig. 56. Beta singles and P-neutron 

coincidences with neutron TOF information were recorded simultaneously. The time 

distributions of singles P and neutron activities are shown in Fig. 57(b,c). The time 

variations of activities of
33

Na and its daughter isotopes (Mg, Al, Si) were determined

by an unfolding procedure as depicted in Fig. 57(b,c). This was done by fitting a 

series of exponential functions to the beta and neutron time spectra (using the CERN 

MINUIT program [Jam98]). The set of differential equations for the decay of beta and 

neutron branches were solved. This yielded expressions for the coefficients of 

exponential decay terms, which in turn enabled calculation of the relative contribution 

of 33Na in the beta and neutron time spectra. 
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Figure 56. Decay curve of the 885 keV �-y coincidences after background subtraction. The 885 keV 

gamma line was measured using two large-volume Ge detectors. 

To minimize uncertainties related to release time and transport dynamics of 

radioactive ions, the unfolding of the activities was performed only with the data 

obtained when the ISOLDE beam gate was closed, i.e. when ions were no longer 

collected. As a starting point for unfolding, except for the half-life of33Na, I took the 

half-lives from the published references (33Mg: 90(20) ms [Lan84], 33 Al: 40.5(2.8) 

[Bou91], 
32Mg: 95(16) ms [Aud97], 

32Al: 31.7(8) [Gui84], 3 1Mg: 230(20) ms [Lan84],

3 1Al: 644(25) ms [Mur82], 33Si: 6.18 s [Mur82]). The half-life of33Na was defined as 

a free parameter in the fitting procedure. The best solution defined by the minimum of 

x2
, resulted in a value of7.9(4)ms for the half-life of33Na. 

The measured time distribution of �-delayed neutrons of 33Na is given in Fig. 57(c). 

Neutrons were measured by the neutron detector array and selected from gammas by 

TOF and pulse-height conditions. The events before being accepted to form a TOF

distribution, were corrected for intrinsic efficiency of the neutron detector array 

according to the neutron energy. 
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Figure 57. Growth and decay curves of beta and neutron activities. (a) Decay of the on-line calibration 

source 29Na. (b) Unfolding of the total beta and (c) neutron activity (intrinsic efficiency corrected) 

attributed to mass 33. The dots in all figures represent experimental data. The curves I and 4 denote the 

contributions of 33Na to beta and neutron time spectra, respectively. The curves 2 and 5 are the 

contribution of 32
•
33Mg, respectively. The curves 3 and 6 stand for the contributions of 32

•
33 Al. 33 Al is 

also present in the implanted A=33 beam. The lines marked with (Bgd) represent background. The 

arrows indicate the time of switching-off the radioactive ion beam. 
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The 33Na descendants: 33
•
32

'
31Mg, 33

•
32 Al, are also significant P-delayed neutron

emitters (see Fig. 54) and the unfolding of neutron intensity was done by using all 

those sources (and their half-lives). Again, I kept the half-life of 33Na as a free 

parameter in the fitting procedure. This resulted in additional information about the 
33Na half-life and the relative neutron contribution of 33Na in the cumulative neutron 

time-spectrum. The unfolding of the neutron time-spectrum produced a value of 

8.0(7) ms for the half-life of 33Na. The results of all of these half-life measurements

using three different techniques are presented the table 5. 

885 keV-gamma line -unfolding n-unfolding
8.1 4 7.9 4 8.0(7

Table 5. Half-life of33Na as measured by gamma, beta and neutron spectroscopy. 

The weighted average of these three measurements by using gamma, beta and neutron 

spectroscopy resulted a value of 8.0(3) ms for half-life of 33Na in good agreement 

with the previous measurements [Thi81] which was 8.2(4) ms. 

6.2.2 Determination of P,, value 

In the case of 33Na, the emission of one and two neutrons is observed through the 

related gamma activities. The three-neutron emission probability is predicted to be 

very small [Tak73] and was not observed in our experiment. The P,, value of 33Na was 

determined from the unfolded decay curves using absolute activities of P-coincident 

neutrons (]{), p-particles (N/J) and efficiencies of the neutron array (o,,(E)) and the 

beta detector (op). The procedure was checked performing unfolding of the beta and 

neutron activity of the 29Na calibration source (see Fig. 57(a)). More precisely, the P11 

value is obtained as a sum over all the channel numbers i, after efficiency correction 

event-by-event; 

SOOms 
N" / 0 (E.) SOOms 

N
e

/ 0 (E) 
P="'\" 1 n ' =""' t n ' .

" L..i NP I L..i NP i=20 ; 6p i=20 i 

(20) 

The value of 73(6)% for total (P1,,+2P2,,) neutron emission probability of 33Na, as 

presented in Fig. 57(b,c) was obtained. By measuring the relative intensities of the 
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known characteristic 1941 ke V and 94 7 ke V gamma transitions of 
32 Al and 3 1 Mg 

decays, it is possible to evaluate the ratio K=P1n IP2n
= 3.6(9). This ratio can be 

compared to the theoretically predicted value of K= 4.3, which has been deduced 

using the formalism of the gross theory of beta decay [Tak73]. The value of K= 3.6(9) 

leads to P
1n 

= 47(6)% and P
2n 

= 13(3)% for one and two neutron emission probability 

of 33Na, respectively, in fair agreement with the less accurate previous values reported 

in ref. [Gui84]. 

6.2.3 Beta delayed neutron energy spectra 

Spectroscopy of �-delayed neutrons probes the upper part of the excitation spectrum 

of the daughters 
33

•
32Mg. Using the neutron detector array the TOF spectra of 33Na

precursor were determined. Two consecutive time windows (short 5-40 ms and long 

40-500 ms) have been used to separate short and longer-lived neutron emitters. The

result is displayed in Fig. 58. 
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Figure 58. Neutron TOF spectra of A=33 measured with the neutron detector array. (a) The lower 

curve represents the neutron spectrum in 5-40 ms time gate. The filled areas indicate fits to individual 

peaks. Neutron groups marked with "B" represent the contribution of 33Na decay to the spectrum in the 

region 200-700 keV. (b) The neutron spectrum in 40-500 ms time gate. The area below dashed line 

represents background. 
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In Table 6 the neutron peak energies and relative neutron intensities attributed to the 

33Mg emitter are presented. 

Peak mark 2 3 4 B 

Ener keV) 1660 160) 1020 80 800 (60 200-700

Rel. intensit 0.072 6) 0.124 10 0.218 20 

Table 6. Neutron energy peaks and relative intensities associated with the beta decay of the precursor 
33Na. The neutron intensities are relative to the total number of detected neutrons. For the absolute 

values they must be multiplied by the factor of0.73. 

The neutron energy range below the threshold (60 keV) of the neutron detector array, 

was examined using a 6Li-glass scintillator detector. The absolute efficiency of the 6Li 

detector is low due to possibility of using only one small module. However, it was 

clear that there is no evidence of any prominent peak structure at lower neutron 

energies (4-60 keV) as can be seen in Fig. 59. The group of events marked by (A) is 

due to an increased efficiency caused by a broad resonance at 150-500 keV of the 

6Li{n,a)3H reaction [Zet66] in the 6Li-glass detector.
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Figure 59. Neutron TOF spectra of 33Na measured by a small 6Li-glass neutron detector. The spectrum 

is gated by a short time window (5-40 ms) to minimize influence of longer-lived neutron emitters. 

Peaks with labels 3 and 4 are those identified in Fig. 58. In the inset, an illustration of the neutron

gamma separation using pulse-height discrimination is presented. 
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The main part of the neutron intensity is observed in the high-energy part of the 

spectrum using the LTND detector array. Furthermore, the spectrum exhibits a 

prominent peak structure. It appears that the main peaks at 800(60) and 1020(80) keV 

are produced in the first time gate (5-40 ms) and thus are assigned to decay of 33Na 

although subsequent neutron emitters, 33
•
32Mg have also a maximum of their 

contributions in this energy range (see Fig. 58(b )). The right-side tail (B) which is 

leaning on the neutron peak 4, definitely contains some fraction of 33Na neutron peaks 

in the energy range of 200-700 keV. However, in present experimental conditions 

they were not clearly separated. 

6.2.4 Triple coincidence analysis 

In order to determine the cascade relations in the decay scheme, �-y-n triple 

coincidence analysis was performed. Despite the very small efficiency for triple 

coincidences, an example analysis for the branch assignment is given in Fig. 60. It is 

possible to notice the enhancement of the main y lines following one and two neutron 

emission processes (see Fig. 60(b )). For the 2n-y events the overall efficiency is 

increased because of the double chance for a coincidence. Despite of low statistics we 

compared the ratios of gamma intensities measured by �-y-n triple (Ip-y-n) and �-y 

coincidences (Ip-y) versus gamma energy (see Fig. 60(c)). One can see that the ratio of 

the lines, related to the two neutron process (50, 171, 221 keV), are larger and 

distinguished from the corresponding ratios obtained with the lines related to one 

neutron emission (885, 1436, 1972, 2152 keV). This ratio can be used in the 

assignment of unknown gamma lines. In Fig. 61, a second example of triple 

coincidence analysis is given. The �-delayed neutron TOF spectrum of 33Na, obtained 

with the short time gate, is represented in Fig. 61(a). The spectrum in Fig. 61(b) 

represents the neutron TOF spectrum gated by the 885 keV gamma line. 
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Figure 60. (a) Beta-gated gamma spectrum masured at A=33 and (b) beta-gated gamma spectrum taken 

in coincidence with neutrons. Both spectra are gated by the 5-40 ms time window. (c) The ratio of the 

gamma lines lp.y-n / lp.y in coincidence with neutrons and only with betas. Note the two groups of events 

related to l n  and 2n process. 

The neutron TOF spectrum gated by the y-lines from the upper part of the cascade 

(1436, 1973, 2152 and 2551 keV) in 
32

Mg is given in Fig. 61(d). An estimate of the

method's reliability is given in Fig. 61(c), which demonstrates low background gated 

by the out-of-range TOF signals. It is observed that the two most prominent neutron 

peaks (3 and 4) appear in coincidence only with the 885 keV y-line, but not with the 

gammas from the higher levels (completely disappeared in Fig. 62(d)). This indicates 

that the most pronounced neutron peaks (3 and 4) are emitted exclusively in the decay 

process to the first excited state of 
32

Mg, therefore level energies and branching in
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33Mg can be obtained. The neutron spectrum obtained in this experiment reveals two 

main neutron peaks at 800(60) keV and 1020(80) keV. In the gamma spectra, the 

strongest line is observed at 885 keV which represents 64 % of the �-y-n events [5]. 
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Figure 61. Triple coincidence analysis. (a) Neutron TOF spectrum attributed to the 33Na emitter. (b)

Neutrons in coincidence with the 885 keV gamma line. (c) Background estimation. (d) Neutron 

spectrum in coincidence with the 1436, 1973, 2152 or 2551 keV gamma lines. 

From the gamma intensity considerations and triple coincidence analysis, the two 

strongest neutron peaks do not seem to be connected to the levels above 885 keV in 

32Mg. Consequently, it is possible to assume the population of the 885 keV level in 

32Mg by two main neutron branches originating from levels at 3780 keV and 4000 

keV in 
33Mg. These results are displayed in Fig. 63 together with results obtained by 
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conventional y-ray spectroscopy [5]. This observation is in agreement with the shell 

model calculation, which allows predictions of strong beta feedings to levels around 4 

MeV as displayed in Fig. 62. 
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Figure 62. Decay scheme for 33Na as observed in ISOLDE run at mass 33.

6.2.5 Level of accidentals at low neutron counting rates 

The accidental rate in the present conditions was studied by especially designed and 

constructed small neutron detector filled with liquid scintillator NE213. The liquid 

scintillators offer the possibility for gamma rejection, via pulse-shape analysis leading 

to a lower level of accidentals. The neutron spectra of 29Na measured by eight 

modules of the neutron detector array and one liquid scintillator module, are shown in 

Fig. 63. The spectra include the same statistics of detected neutrons. An advantage of 

the used NE213 detector is its position sensitivity along the axis connecting the two 
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PM allowing for the neutron flight path corrections. The position sensitivity, directly 

related to the time resolution of the used photomultipliers, can be better than 4 cm. 

The interaction point is found from time difference of the signals from the two PMs. 

Afterwards, the exact interaction point for each event is calculated providing means to 

correct for the length of the flight path. 
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Figure 63. Beta delayed neutron TOP spectra of 29Na measured by (a) eight modules of neutron 

detector array and (b) one module of NE213 liquid scintillator detector after neutron-gamma separation 

via pulse shape analysis (shown in the inset). 

Neutron-gamma separation was done via the usual pulse-shape discrimination method 

i.e. comparing the fast EF (0-20 ns) and the total Er (0-300 ns) integrated PM output

signals. The energy calibration for Er was done using 137Cs and 6°Co gamma sources.
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Compton edges of the deposited energy are indicated by arrows as shown in the inset 

of Fig. 63(b). It is clear that neutrons with energies higher than 150 keV are relatively 

well separated from the gamma-ray events. 

In the present experimental conditions the gamma-event reduction via pulse-shaping 

analysis resulted in easier identification of neutron peaks above the neutron-gamma 

discrimination threshold. Also, the position sensitivity decreased the flight path 

uncertainty improving the overall energy resolution of this detector. 

7. High-efficient systems and further improvements

To provide a neutron spectrometer for high-resolution neutron spectroscopy several 

variables have to be optimized. The first one is efficiency, then resolution and finally 

low detection threshold. 

3He tubes surrounded with thermalizer are suitable for Pn determination in wide

energy ranges but without thermalizer as a spectrometers they are inefficient in low 

production yield conditions. A significant gain in efficiency might be obtained by 

using 3He as a liquid scintillator in n-TOF or proportional mode, but it demands very 

low working temperatures and an effort for further research and development. 

In the TOF detection systems with high-granularity, efficiency is gained by using a 

large number of modules but restriction comes from a limited space around the 

radiation point. In addition, other more speculative projects, such as the search for n-n 

correlations in decay, are also possible due to high granularity of the system. For the 

full spectroscopic information �-y-n triple coincidences are recommended and the 

space around the observation point has to be shared between y-ray detectors and 

neutron TOF systems. An example of relatively high-efficient system (TONNERRE 

array [ButO0], GANIL) is shown in Fig. 64. This system combines several LTND 

counters and compact cluster detectors for y-rays providing means for triple 

coincidence analysis technique. One module ofTONNERRE is constructed ofBC400 

plastic scintillator (bar 160x20x4 cm), bent to a radius of curvature of 120 cm and 

viewed at both ends by photo-multipliers. The threshold for neutron detection using 

TONNERRE is around 300 keV. The intrinsic efficiency as a function of neutron 

energy is about 30% at 2 MeV and drops to 20% for 10 MeV neutrons. Using 16 
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modules of TONNERRE type with fixed flight-path of 120 cm, the total efficiency of 

device is around 5%. 

Low-threshold neutron counters 

TONNERRE counters 

Figure 64. An efficient set-up for beta-delayed neutron spectroscopy and triple p-y-n coincident 

technique. Two sets of the neutron detector array (TONNERRE and low-threshold counters) for beta 

delayed neutron spectroscopy are powered by cluster detector(s) for y-rays. 

As shown in Fig. 63, long-term measurements can be improved by taking advantage 

of using liquid scintillators and n-y separation possibilities to reduce the level of 

accidentals. These facts suggested that the liquid scintillator based neutron detector 

like the PSND modules of HENDES type would be very useful. Recently improved 

time resolution provides neutron energy resolution of 5-10% for neutron energies of 

1-10 MeV. The intrinsic efficiency varies between 33% at 2 MeV and drops to 18%

for 10 MeV neutrons. Using 5 new PSND modules at 100 cm flight path provides 

about 3% for total efficiency of the device. Furthermore, I suggest further 

improvements by temperature cooling (to -15 C0
) using Peltier electro-cooling unit 

coupled to the photo-cathode ( evaporated on the inner window surface) of a single 

photomultiplier at the PSND (see Fig. 65). This assembly would further decrease the 

neutron detection threshold via dark current minimisation to values below 100 keV. 
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Therefore, proton-recoil scintillator detector equipped with an electro-cooling device 

may present a good single detector to cover rather broad neutron energy range for beta 

delayed neutron spectroscopy. 

i Micro FANJ 
i i t i

!i j,
''.-·--"---·-·.-.:=::cc- ·-::-c:.cc:-:cc:. __ _____ _d

Figure 65. Top: Schematic drawing of Peltier cooling element for photo-multiplier. Bottom: View in 
the opened PSND and place for cooling device. 

A possibility for detecting low-energy neutrons (< 1 keV) is to use a complementary 

neutron-array constructed of 6Li-glass scintillator modules operated in n-TOF mode. 
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The 
6Li-glass array is more efficient at low energies because of the nuclear reaction 

used for creating light response and the efficiency depends almost exponentially with 

energy decrease (see Fig. 15). The array might be placed closer to the source ( about 

30 cm) to gain solid angle. Assuming 10 modules (bar 30x5x2 cm ) for the 6Li-array, 

the total mean efficiency would be about 3%. The same system (2-3 modules) might 

be placed very close to the source (to cover high solid angle). It would then serve as 

an efficient counter with a good timing properties allowing extraction and 

determination of total Pn values by means of simultaneous counting of beta and 

neutron activities. 

In some cases, an alternative idea for neutron spectroscopy is velocity measurement 

of the heavy-recoil in coincidence with neutrons (r-TOF) [Pop99]. Fairly high 

efficiency is obtained due to fact of micro-second ranges for the time-of-flight of 

recoils (R). This long flying time allows relatively short flight-path base of about 4 

cm but still having good energy resolution. Also, close geometry provides high solid 

angle and efficiency. Moreover, one additional advantage of the r-TOF spectrometer 

is possible combination with a set of gamma array detectors where the space around 

the radiation source is scarce. The set-up consists of micro-channel plate detector 

(MCP) for registration of the recoils and well shielded (Pb) liquid scintillator neutron 

detector (N) as schematically presented in Fig. 66. The separated ion beam is 

decelerated to about 20 eV (via low-voltage ion optics LVO) and r-TOF is extracted 

by measuring time interval between electron, neutron and heavy recoil. The mean 

efficiency of one N-MCP pair is around 5%. 

The simple version of the r-TOF spectrometer involves only MCP and a neutron 

detector. An improved version would introduce position sensitivity of the both 

detectors (position sensitive PS-MCP and position sensitive PS-N) in combination 

with a thin position sensitive beta detector (PS-B). This set-up would have improved 

r-TOF energy resolution and would allow the study of the distribution of linear

moments and angular correlations among decay products. 
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Figure 66, A schematic view of the principles for neutron spectroscopy by recoil time-of-flight (r-TOF)

method,

8. Conclusions

This thesis is a study of production and spectroscopy of neutron-rich nuclei. In 

production of n-rich nuclei an alternative way which uses fast neutron induced fission 

of 238U was investigated. Precise information of absolute neutron yields emerging

from thick targets was obtained in the first step. Furthermore, combination with 

measurements of fission-fragment mass distributions and mass selected isobars 

allowed determination of absolute cross-sections for 
238U fission fragments induced

by fast neutrons. The spectroscopic part deals with high-resolution beta-delayed 

neutron spectroscopy of the 
33Na and 94

•
95Rb n-rich nuclei. Neutron spectroscopy was

used as a powerful tool for characterisation of very n-rich nuclei formed in fission 

where usual spectroscopy suffers from high background. As in any precise 

measurement detailed knowledge of the detector properties was very important. 

Therefore, I have concentrated on examination of crucial neutron detector properties. 

It has been done by carrying out extensive experimental measurements and Monte

Carlo simulations (EFEN) based on the latest version of the neutron interaction cross

sections libraries. The simulation program has been written especially for the work 
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described in this thesis. Furthermore, several new detectors have been designed and 

constructed in order to extend detection possibilities and optimize detection 

conditions. A very important factor in TOF measurements is the start signal. 

Therefore, I have made special care to design and construct an improved trigger 

detector for P-delayed measurements. I have also redesigned and modernized position 

sensitive neutron detectors for HENDES measurements to reach better timing 

(energy) resolution and give lower detection thresholds. Furthermore, I have 

experimented with a small NE213 liquid scintillator detector. I have constructed it for 

testing of spectral possibilities and studies of background minimization. The design 

phase involved also simulations where all critical parameters were evaluated. 

Comparative study of results obtained by plastic and liquid scintillator detectors 

showed that liquid scintillators are superior because of the possibility to minimize 

background via n-y pulse shape discrimination. I have also investigated detection 

possibilities for low neutron energies. For that purpose I have constructed a small 6Li

glass detector. Nowadays these detectors are installed at several facilities as unique 

devices. 

The neutron measurements with deuteron beam resulted in total yields of 

0.109(10) n/d and 0.056(6) n/d for a 9Be target at E,,= 65 MeV and a 12C target at E,,=

50 MeV, respectively. We observed at least two neutron production processes. The 

first one includes deuteron stripping process. The neutrons produced in this way are 

emitted in the forward direction and have a broad energy distribution centered at 

about half the energy of the incident deuterons. The second detected process is 

neutron evaporation producing mainly low-energy neutrons emitted more or less 

isotropically. These measurements together with available data show that the neutron 

yield for both (9Be and 12C) converters at first strongly increases with incident energy

(see Fig. 49) until it saturates at energies around 80-100 MeV. According to the 

ENDF/B-VI data base for fast-neutron induced fission, higher deuteron energies 

(>100 MeV) will not significantly increase the neutron yield. However, sharper 

peaking of the emitted neutrons could be obtained by using more energetic deuterons 

yielding better neutron focusing on the fissile target. Therefore, the deuteron stripping 

process is the one of interest for the production of n-rich nuclei. It is also well suited 

to the present design of the compact converter-fissile target assembly (see Fig. 3). 
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The experiment with 30 MeV proton beam and 13C target resulted in almost isotropic 

neutron emission with the total yield of 0.022(3) nip. Unless the RNB target facility is 

redesigned, our results indicate that a 13C target bombarded with 30 MeV proton beam 

is not the ideal combination because of the weak forward focusing of the neutrons 

from the 
13C(p,xn) reaction (see Fig. 48). On the other hand, this could be a preferred 

production mechanism in the case of incineration of nuclear waste. In this case 

uniformity of neutron angular distribution allows larger space around the neutron 

source producing a more efficient device. Similar considerations are valid for an 

Accelerator Driven Nuclear Power Plant system, in which a well-controlled powerful 

neutron source with uniform angular distribution is of the greatest importance. 

Our measurements have shown also that neutrons produced using deuterons on the 

beryllium target are useful for the purpose of irradiation applications and construction 

of a powerful neutron source. Beryllium's specific feature is its low neutron 

separation energy resulting in a high neutron yield. In addition, it has a low Coulomb 

barrier and no particle-stable excited states resulting in high neutron-to-gamma-ray 

ratio. This feature provides a possibility to have a very clean neutron source and 

allows reliable determination of irradiation dose. Our data indicate that using 1 µA 

deuteron beam it is possible to irradiate samples (for example silicon detectors or 

semiconductor components placed at forward direction) with a 20 mm diameter up to 

10 14 n/cm2 with within one hour (see ref. [2]). The 13C target associated with an 

intense proton beam provides also a good opporturrity for an irradiation facility. In 

this case because of more isotropic neutron angular distribution many of samples can 

be placed around the source to gain sample statistics and decrease the total irradiation 

time. The yield data indicate that using a 1 µA proton beam with a 13C target it is 

possible to irradiate samples 20 mm in diameter with 1.4 x 1013 n/cm2 in one hour 

with relatively high irradiation uniformity. 

Accurate measurements of the neutron yields in combination with measurements 

of fission-fragment mass distribution resulted in absolute cross-sections for fission of 

238U induced by fast neutrons with an average energy of 20 MeV. Our results have

shown that the Z-distributions are well fitted with a constant width of oz= 0.7. This 

value is identical to the one adopted for fission induced by protons. The second result 

is the linear dependence of the most probable Zµ(A) values over a wide mass range. 

These features are globally reproduced by model calculations presented in Ref. [4]. 
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Furthermore, when using fast neutrons we observed a shift of 0.8 units in charge 

distributions towards a larger neutron excess than in proton-induced fission. This 

favors production of most neutron-rich nuclei. Finally we observed that using a thick 

targets ( conversion and fissile target) yielded a certain amount of low-energy neutrons 

producing higher peak-to-valley ratio (PIV= 2.8) than observed in previous 

measurements. 

Neutrons have been used in production and in spectroscopy of neutron rich 

nuclei. My thesis includes two cases of high-resolution neutron spectroscopy of exotic 

nuclei produced in fission. The case of 33Na beta-delayed neutron spectroscopy 

illustrates the advantage of correlated neutron and gamma spectroscopy for nuclear 

structure studies far from stability. The main result obtained from the measurement of 

the P-delayed neutrons in 33Na decay is the observation of two sharp maxima at 

800(60) and 1020(80) keV. It was possible to extract neutron emission probabilities 

P111
= 47(6)% and Pin

= 13(3)% by combining simultaneous beta and neutron counting 

with gamma spectroscopy. Furthermore, half-life values of 33Na from beta: T112
= 

7.9(4) ms, and neutron-time spectra: T112= 8.0(7) ms, were obtained by using fast 

scintillators for beta and neutron counting. Both values are in good agreement with 

the value, T112= 8.1(4) ms, measured by means of the 885 keV characteristic gamma 

transitions in the decay of 33Na. These results, associated with the analysis of the 

gamma spectra, allow construction of a partial decay scheme for beta decay of 33Na to

unbound levels of 33Mg as shown in Fig. 62. Implications of these results for shell 

model description of the Garnow-Teller decay of 33Na are discussed in ref. [5]. 

The P-delayed neutron decay of 94
'
95Rb has been studied using on-line mass

separator IGISOL at Jyvaskyla. The case of heavier n-rich nuclei is a bigger challenge 

in the sense of resolving narrowly spaced neutron emitting levels. The primary goal 

was testing of the possibilities of time-of-flight technique for P-delayed neutron 

spectroscopy of mass separated isobars. The sharp peaks in P-delayed neutron energy 

spectra have not been resolved (see Fig. 41), but the envelopes are very much the 

same when compared with former results obtained by 3He chambers. In addition, half

life and Pn values have been obtained for 95Rb precursor by fitting both the neutron

and the beta activity curves. The results were in a good agreement with previously 

reported values and with values based on decay of characteristic y-rays (see Fig. 40). 
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Absolute detection efficiency of the whole set-up is a crucial parameter in 

experiments of studying beta-delayed neutrons. In the case of 33Na absolute efficiency 

of the gamma-ray detectors was about 2% for 1 MeV gamma-rays. The LTND 

neutron detector array had an averaged absolute efficiency of 0.3%. In the case of 

33Na some of triple coincidences were correlated. However, precise location of the 

other neutron-gamma correlated peaks would demand higher absolute efficiencies for 

both gamma and neutron detectors. A detection system for the future was discussed in 

chapter 7 of this work. I have big expectations in respect to on-going developments in 

cooling and trapping of ions [Sze0l] at IGISOL. These developments will allow 

background reduction and minimization of accidental coincidences bringing new 

possibilities for P-delayed neutron spectroscopy. 

To conclude I would like to stress that fast-neutron induced fission of heavy 

nuclei at intermediate energies is a promising tool for the production of exotic 

neutron-rich nuclides. It has also become evident that high-resolution neutron 

spectroscopy presents a powerful research tool for present and future investigations of 

exotic nuclei. 
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Appendix 1. Basic quantities for neutron spectroscopy 

For P-decay of nuclei far from stability, it is a convenient approach to treat 

averages over large numbers of narrowly spaced high-excited states instead of dealing 

with individual transitions. For this purpose, the general concept of the P-strength 

Sp(E) and the P-intensity function Ip(E) (relative P-feeding per energy interval) has 

been employed. These two quantities are connected by 

S
p

(E) f(Z +l,Q
p -E)

I
p

(E)=
Qp
fs

p
(E) f(Z+l,Q

p -E)dE 
(1) 

where/is the integrated Fermi-function. Moreover, the Sp(E) can be determined as the 

energy distribution of the reciprocal JT112 - value [Duk70,Han73]. The experimental

quantities to be determined are then the P-decay half-life TJ/2, the Qp and the relative 

P-feeding per energy interval Ip(E):

(2) 

where D. gv and gA are constants. The p-strength is strongly influenced by the giant 

resonance: the isobaric analogue state (IAS) and the Garnow-Teller giant resonance 

(GTGR). For P-decay of n-rich nuclei, both are situated outside the window of 

observation. The tail of the latter leads to an enhancement of the intensities of the P

branches to high-lying levels (see Fig. '4). The function Sp(E) is discrete when Es<S111 

and becomes continuous when Es>S1n- The neutron spectra can be expressed as: 

(3) 

here r� is width for the emission of neutrons of wave number/, r
r 

gamma width, P11r

density of levels of spin J and parity tr, IM1,,l2 is the average of the square of the 
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nuclear matrix elements that govern the �-decay. E stands for excitation energy of the 

level fed by the beta particle and En is neutron energy. This equation can be further 

simplified since, only the energy-dependent component of the factors in the formula is 

of interest, the spin component of the level density function can be removed. The 

Fermi function can be approximated by the expression f(Z+ 1, Qp-E)z canst (Qp-E)5 

and the neutron width r� is taken to be proportional to the neutron transmission 

coefficients [Bla79]. Earlier studies of �-strength function demonstrate that the 

nuclear matrix element IM1,d2 is approximately energy independent. If we further 

neglect competition between different neutron branches, the neutron intensity In(E,J 

can be expressed as: 

exp(2✓a(E-P)) 
(Q -E)5 

(E -P)5'4 fJ ' 

(4) 

where, C1 is a normalisation constant, Ti is the neutron transmission coefficient and K1 

is a constant proportional to the gamma width ry. The parameters a (level density 

constant) and P (pairing energy) are those appearing in the usual form of the level 

density formula. The sum is taken over the partial waves of importance for neutron 

emission. Finally, the total neutron emission probability Pn is given by 

Qp 

P,, = f I" (E) dE, (5) 
s" 

therefore, Pn is very sensitive to both the Sp (E) structure and the energies Qp and Sn. 
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Appendix 2 Algorithm for mass reconstruction of fission fragments 

The aim of fission fragment data analysis is to determine primary fragment masses 

(m1,m2) and velocity vectors (V1, V2). Fission fragment velocity vectors in zero

approximation were determined from time-of-flight and position information. An 

example of intrinsic PSAC X-Y coordinate distribution is given in Fig. 34. For the 

transformation into the laboratory system the mask on PSAC surface is used. More 

precisely, the plot (X-T+co) versus (Y-T+co) (see Fig. 34) is used where the c0 is 

usually a half of the TDC full scale. Knowing the orientation of the mask, and 

distance between its parts, it is possible to get the position of the PSAC centre, 

calibration for transformation of channels into centimetres, and the rotation angle 

needed to correlate electronic X and Y coordinates with actual PSAC orientation. 

Furthermore, calibration and rotation around the centre to get the new coordinates, 

labelled (Xself, Yse!f) which are associated with PSAC surface is performed. The centre 

of PSAC becomes point (0,0), and the edge of the PSAC is 122 mm away from the 

centre: Xsei/+ Ysei/=(24312/. By knowing the experimental geometry, the next step is 

transformation (Xself, Yse!f) into (Xiab, Y1ab) - coordinates expressed in cm and associated 

with the laboratory system. At this stage, the point of interaction of both fragments 

with the PSACs is known, allowing determination of the folding angle in the lab 

system (using cosine theorem). The folding angle determined this way is an angle 

between two vectors in space, and is always less than 180°. For every event (in event

by-event analysis) the angles, at which both fragments fly through the thin target and 

support foil are thus determined. Knowledge of directions allows more precise 

corrections for the thickness, "visible" by fragments and corresponding energy losses. 

The next step is the calibration of the time scale by, T1,2[ns] = c1 (T1,2 [eh}- T1,20 [eh}) 

where c1 is a time calibration constant determined by time calibrator unit, T1,2o are 

"zero channels" corresponding to the instant of the reaction. These "zero channels" 

are first determined from the position of well-known peaks measured by using 252Cf 

(light and heavy peaks), and latter adjusted manually. Further, velocities of both 

fragments are calculated. If we assume that the start detector is in front of PSACl 

then: 

V. _ LI + D.. PSA.c I cos( a
1 ) - L,,0,1 I cos( a

1
) 

1-
I;(ns) 

(1) 
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here, L1,2 are distances from interaction points with PSACs to the target, L1psAc is 

flight distance inside PSACs to cathode (�5 mm) Lsia,,lcos(a1,2) is distance to START 

detector. The first approximation for fragment masses m 1_2 is calculated using 

momentum conservation perpendicular to the beam axis m1 V/= m2V/ and assuming 

that the two fragment masses add-up to the mass of the compound system prior to 

fi . , ,i/Jrajectile , ,target , ,i/Jre M h , ,i/Jre · h 1 f1ss1onorm1 +m2
= 1v1· +M -1v1· = cNW ere1vi- 1s t e mean tota mass o 

the particles emitted from the compound nucleus before scission. Since neutrons 

dominate in pre-scission emission, M1re was assumed to be equal to the neutron pre

scission multiplicity M,,Pre . The operational formulae (2) are used to get the first 

(2) 

evaluation of the FF masses where McN is mass of the compound nucleus minus total 

mass of the pre-scission emitted particles. The value of M,,Pre was first taken from 

theoretical calculations and, at a later stage, substituted with the experimental value. 

The influence of uncertainty in the M1re determination turned out to be much smaller 

than the overall errors determined mostly by the time resolution of the PSACs. Then 

energies are given as: 

E = 
MJ7/ amu

I 2 C
2 

(3) 

where, amu=931.5 MeV, and c is the velocity of light. Non-relativistic approach is 

valid since (Vic/ is of the order of 1 % for the fastest elastically scattered particles, 

and is typically 0.2% for fission fragments. The known fragment mass and energy 

(from the first approximation) allows one to calculate subsequently the energy losses 

in the start detector and the target-foil composition. For the energy losses we usually 

use pre-calculated energy loss matrices M10s(E,A,Z) which are incorporated in the data 

analysis program (Pacal, Fortran or C).The energy losses are accounted for by adding 

some energy (velocity) to the fragments, the added amount depending on the 

fragment's energy and mass. Unfortunately, the HENDES facility is not yet able to 

detect directly the charge of fragments. It provides information for the masses only. 
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The most probable charge Zµ(A), is calculated from measured masses using the CCR 

hypothesis [Rao72] for the distribution of charge in the fission process. The CCR rule 

proposes that the compound nucleus fissions rapidly in such a way that both post

neutron secondary-fragments (light and heavy) have the same neutron-to-proton 

number as the compound nucleus. The most probable charge Zµ(A) is calculated using 

the following equation: 

(4) 

where Ai is the mass of the fissioning nucleus and vr is the total number of prompt 

neutrons emitted from both fission fragments. 

From the corrected values of E1./ =E1.2+&1art+,1£1arget and the old values of 

fragment masses m1.2, new values of the fragment velocities in the target are 

calculated; the above procedure is repeated until it converges or more precisely until 

changes in velocities become small (< 1 %). Usually two to three iterations are 

sufficient. Using the new extracted values of V1.2 and mu the experimental laboratory 

velocity of the compound nuclear system VcN• the fragment velocities in the centre-of

mass (c.m.), and the total kinetic energy TKE distribution of the fission fragments are 

calculated according to Viola systematic [Vio85]. In case of heavy ion induced 

reactions it is assumed that the linear momentum of the projectile is fully transferred 

to the compound nucleus and VcN is calculated using the original momentum of the 

projectile. In case of (d,pf) reaction the VcN is calculated as a sum of fission 

fragments' momenta, to the beam direction as: VCN
= m1 Vi cos(a1)+m2 Vi cos(a2). 

Furthermore, the TKE is calculated by just adding fragments' energies in c.m. system 

and in addition calculate angles between fragments in c.m. system which should be 

centred around 180° and serve as a check-point of the analysis. 
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Appendix3 Qualitative model for description of fission of 
238 

U

The qualitative fission model of mu induced by light particles (p or n) at 

intermediate energies, which has been used for comparison with experimental data is 

presented in the following. The model is implemented in a simulation programme 

originally developed by Pro£ Valery Rubchenya. The model is being updated by 

taking advantage of new experimental data in literature and measurements at the 

JYFL. The program simulates the history of the compound nucleus (CN) formed in 

collision with a light particle. The two directions in the compound decay are followed 

with a certain probability. The first one is fission and second is formation of a residue 

formed via evaporation of light particles and y-rays. In the fission the nucleus 

separates into two fragments (light and heavy or with similar size). Fusion-fission 

process lasts a time of the order of 10-21
-
19 s, when the system evaporates the light

particles (pre-scission) or y-rays until scission when the neck shrinks to zero. Fission 

fragments fully accelerated by the Coulomb field are still excited and continue with 

emission of so called post-scission particles [Hil92]. 

With increasing bombarding energy some of the particles can be emitted in the 

CN formation process as so called pre-equilibrium particles. They are very energetic 

and preferably emitted in the forward emission cone. If the CN has not enough time to 

be equilibrated over all magnitudes of freedom one speaks about quasi-fission 

process. Along the second decay route the excitation of the CN is not removed by 

fission but solely by the evaporation of light particles and y-rays, which stop if the 

excitation drop below corresponding binding energy (plus Coulomb barrier in case of 

charged particles). The process of emission of they-rays lasts until zero energy and 

the lowest spins are reached. The primary decay process is followed by successive �

decays until one ends to a stable element of the nuclide chart. Which of the decay 

routes will take place depends on the mass, excitation energy and angular momentum 

of the CN. 

The compound nucleus formation cross-section for the case of bombarding 

mu by light particles is calculated by the optical model (subroutine in the programme 

) taking into account a contribution of the pre-equilibrium emission of protons and 

neutrons. When the colliding system forms the CN fission occurs with a certain 

probability without the emission of a particle (first-chance fission). During the fission 
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in the simulation one, two, etc. neutrons are allowed to be emitted (higher chance 

fission). 

A theoretical calculation of the 238U fission-fragment formation cross sections 

at intermediate energy and the gross structure of the fission characteristic (mass and 

charge distributions) are implemented in the programme in terms of fission modes. 

The fission modes of 238U are a result of influence of nuclear shell structure on the 

potential energy surface (PES) of the 238U fissioning nucleus [Bro90]. The fission 

process is guided by the valleys and bifurcation points of the PES from the 

equilibrium shape to the scission point. It is well known that nuclear shells play an 

important role in fission mass distribution. For example, the familiar asymmetric mass 

division, location of the heavier peak position and the presence of "shoulders" etc. are 

best understood in terms of the influence of shells in fission. The presence the light 

"shoulder" can be viewed as being due to the possible influence of the Z= 28 proton 

core, which forces the yields to be higher in this region in much the same way as in 

the N= 82 neutron core forces the yields to be higher around A""' 132. There are 

suggestions that around these magic numbers the primary fission fragments have low

excitations and consequently emit almost no neutrons because of greater rigidity 

against distortion from nearly spherical shapes. Therefore, it is very likely that the 

shoulder on the heavier side is the reflection of the shoulder on the light side of the 

mass distribution and they are complementary in nature. Furthermore, the influence of 

the Z= 28 proton shell is obviously much weaker than that of the N= 82 neutron shell. 

The calculations based on a static scission point model predicts a possibility of 

"deformed" shells influencing the mass distribution in far asymmetric mass split. 

From a consideration of deformed stiffness, the heavy fragment resulting from the 

very asymmetric mass split will be highly deformed while the light fragment may 

tend to be close spherical. The deformed shells corresponds to N= 66, 88,106 and Z=

38, 44, 66 [Wil76] 

For the calculation of independent fission products cross-sections, the 

simulation programme uses a theoretical model, which has been suggested and 

described in ref. [Kar91,Jauh95,Huh97,Rub98]. Shell effects have been introduced in 

the model accordingly the standard Strutinsky shell correction method [Str68]. 

Furthermore, the nuclear potential energy has been parameterised according to work 

[Pas71]. Also, the model incorporates odd-even effects in charge and mass, then 
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influence of nuclear friction on fission probability and light particle evaporation on 

the descent from saddle to scission point by a method described in ref. [Hof95]. 

For the description of the mass distribution envelopes for fission of 238U at 

intermediate energies, the model consists of two parts. 

(I) Modelling the reaction mechanism to calculate mass, charge, and excitation energy

distributions of compound nuclei and, (II) Modelling the fission process itself. 

The formation cross section of a fission product with mass number A and charge 

number Z implemented in the programme are expressed in the form 

(2) 

where indexes t, p and c refer to target, projectile and compound nuclei (CN), 

respectively, doJ ldEx is the partial fission cross-section of the compound nucleus at

the excitation energy Ex, The excitation energy Ex of the CN in the model, is assumed

to be Ex
= En(p) + Q - (TKE + Er), where En(p) stands for projectile (neutron or proton)

energy in c.m. system, Q is the Q-value of the nuclear reaction, TKE the total kinetic 

energy and the Er energy removed by prompt y-rays. Q value is usually estimated by 

using mass-excess values [Wap77]. Total kinetic energy is calculated accordingly 

Vola's systematic [Vio85] as TKE= 0.119 Z2/A113 
+ 7.3 MeV and stands for total

kinetic energy released in fission as a result of the large Coulomb field between the 

fragments at scission point. Z and A refer to the fissioning nucleus. Furthermore, the 

average fission kinetic energy is nearly independent of the fissioning nucleus. In other 

words, most of the heat of the system at scission is converted directly into excitation 

of the fragments. Thus, measurement of the TKE can serve as to identify the 

approximate Z2/A113 value of the fissioning system. It should be noted also that the

excess heat possessed by the separating fragments is dissipated primarily by neutron 

evaporation. The partial fission cross-section in the eq. 2 is calculated in the cascade 

evaporating time-dependent statistical model including pre-equilibrium neutron 

emission. The summation (on Ac and Zc) goes over different fission chances or after 

no, one or several prompt neutron emission. The Y;nd(A,Z) is the independent yield 

defined as the yields of fission products after light particle emission from excited 

primary fragments. In calculations only neutron emission was considered because at 
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excitation energies up to about 150 MeV, the emission of protons and other charged 
particles we considered as negligible with respect to the precision of available 

experimental data. 

Y;nd(A,Z ) 
= LPA/cp•Zlcp (A+ Alcp'z + zlcp•Ac,zc,Ex) X 

Alcp,Z/cp 

Pp,,(Z + z/cp•A + A/cp ,Ac,zc,Ex) Yp,,(A + Alcp'Ac,zc,Ex) 

(3) 

Here PAlcp
,Zlc

p 
is a probability of emission of (A1cp

,Z1c
p) light particles from fragment 

with mass A+A1cp 
and charge Z+Z1c

p
• The Ppre represents a charge distribution of the 

A+ Aicp 
isobaric chain and Ypre is a primary fission fragment mass distribution. 

At low excitation energies, the primary fission fragment mass and charge distributions 
exhibit odd-even staggering. The primary distributions are presented in the factorised 

form 

(4) 

here p*
p
re(Z) and y•

p
re(A) are smoothed distributions, and functions F0e(Z) and F0e(A) 

describe odd-even staggering, The method of modelling the smoothed mass 

distribution is based on the multimodal nature of nuclear fission [Bro90). A smoothed 

mass distribution is approximated by four fission modes (Symmetric, Standard I, 
Standard II and Superasymmetric) corresponding to different nuclear shells in 

fragments. This resulted that measured pre-neutron emission mass distribution in 
fission of the 238U can be de-convoluted by superposition of seven Gaussians as: 

(5) 

Here Ys and Ya!, Ya2, Ya3, are symmetric and asymmetric components which presented 

contributions from different fission modes. Each asymmetric component consists of 

two Gaussians representing the heavy and light fragment mass groups. The 

component Ya! describes magicity at Z= 50 and N= 82 in the heavy fragments and the 
superasymmetric component Ya3 is influenced by the nuclear shells Z= 28 and N= 50 

in the light fragments. The asymmetric mode Ya2 is supposed to be connected with the 
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"deformed" nuclear shell at N= 86-90. The competition between fission modes is 

determined by fission dynamics and the nuclear shells in the fission fragments. 

The smoothed pre-neutron emission isobaric chain charge distribution is 

approximated by a Gaussian distribution, therefore the odd-even structure can be 

described by a parameter defined as a third difference of the natural logarithms of the 

fractional yields [Tra72]. The model considers the proton and neutron odd-even effect 

separately using a function as: 

(6) 

where Cp1 and Cp2 are defined by the parity of the proton number in the two primary 

fragments (C
P

= +l if Z is even and Cp
= -1 if Z is odd). The proton odd-even 

difference parameter <5,(Ac,Zc,E,J is a function of excitation energy, charge and mass 

number of the compound nuclei in accordance with experimental data. In the model 

the proton and neutron odd-even difference parameters are taken to be proportional, 

i.e. <5N(Ac,Zc,EJ=c <5z(Ac,Zc,EJ where constant c<J. Finally odd-even staggering in

the primary mass distribution is described by the combination of proton and neutron 

odd-even effects. 
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